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Send for 
80 Page 
Catalog of Kites 1 

Get the kites you 
want from Into The Wind, 
America's leading mail ordel 
kite company. We're known 
for our unmatched selection 
and fast service, and we 
guarantee your satisfaction 
with everything you buy. 

Retail sales only.  

Specializing 
in Sport Kites 

57 different models 
21 pages of Sport Kites 
shown in full color 

All kites are performance rated. 
Full range of line, accessories 
and spare parts 1 

Plus Everything for 
the Single Line Flier 

Hundreds of kites to choose from 
Kitemaking supplies and tools 
Kite packs, wind meters and kite 
lighting systems 
Best selection of kite line anywhere 

Into The Wind 
1408-G Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 Call toll free: 1 -800-54 1 -03 14 
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ONE OF THE M O S T  UNIQUE 
AND FAVORITE SPORT KITES 

A R O U N D  THE W O R L D  AND THE 
GUINEA WASP. 
A 3/4 SIZE W A S P  

F O R  THE EXPERI€NCED FLYER 

Wind Walker Kites" P O. BOX 225 D 
A D IV IS ION OF  G A Y L A  I N D U S T R I E S  EAST BERNARD M 77433 

TEL* 1-409-335-7503 

We also manufacture a full l~ne 
of rubber stamps featuring klte 
designs from around the globe. 

Dealer lnqulrles lnvlted. 

141 1 North 25th Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
208-336-2038 

KITES, 
47600 Hanford Canton, MI 48187 USA 
Tel 31 3-454-3760 Fax 31 3-454-0345 I 
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Voti're $z$ntrol with a Skynasaur" 
;port kite. Perform an amazing " 
variety of maneuvers. Screaming power 
dives. Multiple loops. Heart-stopping " 
ground sweeps. Graceful figure eights. 

jkynasaur Inc. has b 
aid value in sport kites for over 13 years. We 
pioneered the concept of a LIFETIME WAR- 
RANTY in sport kites. With 11 models and over 
15 different accessories to choose from. Skv- 
nasaur Inc. has what you need to keep flying 



LETTER FROM THE PUDUSHER 

An Announcement from France 

Although Kite Lines is not as directly affected by reviews, ads, letters and newspaper clippings. 
the above case as are manufacturers or distribu- Then, according to the very strict rules of the 
tors of kites having the patented characteristics, French court, we photographed and described all 
we are concerned. of it, finally furnishing everything in a big box of 

We care because we would not like to see the documentation to help refute the patent claim. 
patent system misused. The process of research and paperwork ended up 

In May we were asked by attorneys for Trucs if costing us 30 hours of time. 
we had kites or other information relevant to the We herewith go on record as saying that we 
case. We checked our files and inventory. do not regret one minute of it. We only hope it 

Seldom do the advantages of saving every- helps the kite community. figure that's one of 
thing pay off! We remembered and found four the things we're here for. 
kites with the features sought. One had been in 
m possession since 1978. we also found related 
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I 
On and off the ground the Radian turns heads. A finely designed high aspect call or write today for.'.".""' 

information about the 
8% ft. wing, hand made from nylon, carbon fiber and kevlar materials. Prism kite line. 

Quality that will change the way you think about kites. The Radian is fully 206-5d7-1 

tuneable, enabling you to ease into the most radical flight sensation on the Fax: 206-547- 1200 

market today. Tighter spins, faster turns, silent aerobatics and crowd prism Designs /nc. 
425 N. 36th Street 

pleasing appearance are the telltale of Prism's new approach to kite design. seattie, WA 98103 ' I 
QUICKY KITE STAKE 
Designed for posting kite lines and 

standing kite up for launching. 

Other Uses: 
Fishing 
Hunting 
Tent Stakes 
Outdoor Games 
Volleyball Nets 
Badminton Nets 

. Construction Lines 
Many other uses - limited 
only by onek imagination. 

Colors Available: 4 
. Horizon Blue 61% x 2 ~ "  
. Corona Magenta Patent Pending 

. Rocket Red 

Made in U.S.A. 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome! 

1 CAREY WINDERSTM 1 
P.O. Box 151740, San Diego, CA 92175-0895 1 (619) 697-8557 1619) 697-240SiFAX 1 
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Our 
Retail Family 

Store: Wolkenstiirmer 
HansastraRe 52 
2000 Hamburg 13 
Germany 
tel: 040-454971 
fax: 040-448672 

Speciality of the store: Top 
quality kites such as those 

Age: 45. by Martin Lester, Peter 
Favorite food: Italian. Lynn, Reza Ragheb. 
Last book read: Nicest sale ever made: Large 

Der Shamane by Noah Octopus by Peter Lynn. 
Gordan. Best fringe benefit of the 

Last kite book read: Skywork store: "Short distance to go 

Floor space: 120 m2 Expenen~e by Chnstine to work, because the shop 1s 

(1291 sq ft) Schertel m the house where we live " 
Hours: Mon-Frl 00-18 0,, Favorite flying spot: Cew~a, Favorite issue of Kite Lines: 

Sat 9 00-13 00 Italy Summer/Fall 1984 with Eqi 

Years in business: 10 Latest promotional effort: Ohashi 
Wolkensturmer Flugtage- Years profitable: 9 

Years carried Kite Lines: 8 
Owners: Jurgen & Sybille 

Lienau 
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LETlERS 

Parafoils G 

Kites and Religion 
I've been going over various kite calenders 
and listings lately and have become 
intrigued by the number of occasions on 
which kites seem to be flown for religious 
or mystical purposes, as a sort of bridge 
between heaven and earth. There's Good 
Friday, Ascension Day, All Soul's Day and 
lots of others that all seem to be related 
somehow by that common theme. 

I'd like to ask Kite Lines readers to help 
me find out more about this aspect of 
kiteflying. I want to hear about legends, 
traditions, oral history and folklore-any- 
thing at all. If there are books or articles 
on the subect, I'd love to get copies of the 
relevant sections. 

If I get enough information, I'd be 
happy to share it in the form of an article. 
People wanting to share their knowledge 
and experience can write to me, and I'll 
attempt to reply to all writers (at the very 
least to thank them for their assistance). 

-Anne Sloboda 
R.R.4 

St. Thomas, Ontario N5P 358 
Canada 

Painless But Not Perfect 
I always look for new ideas and tech- 
niques in Kite Lines to help me in my kite 
building. I have tried several of the Design 
Workshop kites, including the Painless 
Parafoil (Winter 1992). I have found a few 
flaws in the article. 

First of all, the material size for the top 
panel is too small if one allows for two half- 
inch seams. The material must be at least 42 
inches wide (preferably 42% inches). 

Secondly, I found that the parafoil 
tended to accordion in on the two center 
panels with the bridle length of seven feet 
each. I built one with six rainbow colors, 
making it two cells bigger and adding the 
necessary ribs and keels. (I won first place 
at a kite festival for the biggest and best 
homemade kite in the rainbow category. 
It was one of the few kites that managed 
to fly in the too-strong winds.) 

I phoned Art Ross in Vancouver, B.C. 
(maker of big Flow Forms) and he said that 
the bridle lines should be 2.5 to 3 times 
the width of the parafoil. Following the 
change in bridle length, the kite flies beau- 
tifully. Afterwards, I promptly built anoth- 



LETTERS 

Pontif ication 
-p 
I 
I er one with 10 colors, one color per cell. 
I Thirdly, Art Ross told me that for 
! 

parafoils to fly better they should have 1 hich flash the strobe for over 3 hours. 
about a five percent bow in on the bot- tie wraps or velcro. Thousands sold 

t 7 years for use in radio controlled tom surface (width-wise). 
Fourthly, an improvement: the ribs on 

the back edge should be rounded a bit to 
make for a better curve on the back sur- 
face of the parafoil. This was done by cut- 
ting across the two back points on the 
pattern, on a line about two inches long. 

2in. 2in. 

-John F. Vriend 
Clearbrook, B.C. Canada 

Hugh "Stretch" Tucker replies: The first point 
John raises about the top panel length is 
possibly my fault. When I describe the 
design verbally, in workshops or to 
friends, I mention adding seamlhem 
allowances to the top and bottom edges 
only, and just folding the leading edge 
back onto itself to hem it. Something 
which I obviously neglected to put into 
the article:However, in my defense, when 
I draw out a template to the dimensions 
given in the article, and measure the top 
edge of the rib, I come up with a measure- 
ment of 40 inches. Regular fabric width of 
41% inches should still leave about one 
inch over at the tail end. 

Regarding bridle lengths, I readily 
agree that longer bridles are beneficial; 
however, the kite does fly with the bridles 
in the plan. Part of John's problem was 
that he altered the plans, making the kite 
another two cells, or 12 inches wider. I 
guess that I should have said that if you 
increase the number of ribs, and therefore 
the width of the kite, you also need to 
increase the bridle length. I felt, maybe 
mistakenly, that if readers had to use 150 

Our bovine windsock 
is "udderly" delightful 

feet of line just for bridling, it might scare you'll never be 

them away. "hared with this devine 
swine windsock 

The five percent bow across the kite is Dealer inquiries welcome 
a matter of personal preference. Domina 
Jalbert, as far as I can recall, always used 
to have a flat base on his kites and that is 

Baby -1.5k Midi -2.5k 
what I generally aim for. lg -3.5ft. EX %-h f~. Hot Pink Pig 

Giant -10k 
3 H. 6 H. 15 ft. 

John's improvement on the two top 
corners is a good one. I must admit that I P.O. BOX 11149 Denver, co 80211-0149 (303) 433-9518 Fax (303) 433-0013 
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'DON'T PLAY 
WITH THE PUPS 

Innovative Sport Kites from Skyward Kite Mfg. 

New for '92 - The Tracer 
The Tracer was created by the same R&D team who 
brought the kite community the now famous NBK. The 
Tracer features a radical departure from the currently 
accepted configurations now on the market with features 
such as a drastically lowered aspect ratio, deep-wall tun- 
neling, extra large sail area, a balanced "cross bridle" sys- 
tem, wide nose clip, as well as induced camber leading 
edge around an "active tension" graphite frame. The 
Tracer joins the full line of fantastic stunters from Skyward 
Kite Mfg.: 

NLK PAIR NBK 
(Nice Little Kite, 6 112') (Nice Big Kite, 8112') 

RBK HAWK I1 
(Really Big Kite, 17' x 6l12') (8l12') 

Available with Skyward Hot Rods by AFC (2100,2400) and Advantage rods. 

(305) 572-5094 1 FAX (305) 748-9523 

7384 NW 34th St. 
1 Lauderhill, FL 3331 9 ct 

Retail and wholesale orders available ' 

by phone for the complete line of I 
Skyward sport kites. H~ fip4 P+W sw n;t, 

LETTERS. . . Continued 

simplified, thinking that explaining the 
idea in the template layout might have 
been confusing; John's update is excellent. 

However, the book is not closed on 
the subject, and if we look at the article 
from another angle, we can ask ourselves, 
"Did we achieve the results we were look- 
ing for? Have readers been encouraged to 
build a kite that they might otherwise 
never have attempted?" In this case I feel 
that the answer is a resounding YES, as 
even John built another one afterward. 

Difference of Opinion 
I always look forward to Kite Lines book 
reviews. I know that most readers have 
come to expect a unique standard and 
unabashed pontification from your regu- 
lar reviewers. 

Opinion is one thing, of course, but 
factual misstatements are something else. 

In his review (Spring-Summer 1992) of 
my fighter kite book, Mel Govig writes 
that he was "embarrassed to be unwit- 
tingly included" as a contributor on the 
title page and quoted in the text. The 
facts are that I wrote Mel four months 
before publication, provided him with a 
draft of the text, told him I planned to 
quote him and list him on the title page, 
and asked if he wanted changes or to be 
omitted. My letter specifically said, "The 
last thing I want to do is include your 
words or ideas without your permission." 

Later, I had an opportunity to person- 
ally review Mel's quotes with him. 

Readers can judge for themselves why 
Me1 says he was involved unwittingly. I 
just wanted to set the record straight. I 
don't include people in my books with- 
out talking to them first. 

-David Gomberg 
Otis, Oregon 

Me1 replies: The sentence Dave thinks he is 
quoting is actually as follows: "Some of us 
ended up less than flattered to be associat- 
ed unwittingly in such a way with this 
uninviting, even embarrassing book." 

It is true I knew my quotes would be 
included, but I objected to the way the 
quotes were used, not the simple fact of 
using them. Maybe I should have known 
better from the former patterns of accred- 
itation set in his Stunt Kites! book. 

Traveling from Bangkok to Satun, 
Thailand, I was among a group of captive 
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SPORTKITE ORNAMENT SETS 

LETTERS. . . Continued 

inquiring new enthusiast to more accu- 
rately compare the light wind perfor- 
mance of different kites. 

We think all sport kite manufacturers 
should start including this information 
with their kites. To ask the improbable, 
we would hope that the industry could 
settle on some common unit of measure 
for this weight-to-sail-area ratio, for exam- 
ple, grams per square meter. 

The industry will serve itself best by 
educating the marketplace, rather than 
shrouding its wares in mysticism. 

-Michael Graves and Ilene Atkins 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Corrections & Clarifications: 
ROBERTO!?! EH! . . WHATZAMATTAYU! 

-georgio 

The Spring-Summer 1992 Kite Lines con- 
tained a world class blooper: the name 
Roberto Guidori under the SkyGallery 
headline featuring kites by GEORGE 
PETERS. This printer's error was obvious, 
certainly to those who know George's 
kites, but also to readers who saw the 
correct name on the cover, contents page 
and caption. Nevertheless, we apologize 
to Roberto and George (whose Italian is 
getting very good these days). Also we 
failed to credit Simon Freidin for the pho- 
tograph of George. 

In the article on the 1992 Thailand 
International Kite Festival, the name Joel 
Scholz was unaccountably omitted from 
the list of attendees on page 29; and 
Francesco Milioni was incorrectly identi- 
fied as Francesco Innisi on page 30. The 
kite on page 32 flown by Bill Lockhart 
was made by Betty Street. 

The article "Two Miles Above Christ- 
mas Island" was written and photo- 
graphed by G. William Tyrrell, Jr.. The last 
paragraph on page 43 was lacking the fol- 
lowing opening words: "A little while 
later we got to the end of...". 

Kite Lines regrets the errors. 

Write us a letter! Anything you write to 
Kite Lines may be considered for publica- 
tion, so please mark it "not for publica- 
tion" if you want no doubt to be left 
about it. Address to: Kite Lines, P.O. Box 
466, Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, 
USA. Or fax us at 410-922-4262. 
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Ripstop Nylon Sail, Fiberglass, 
Stand-Offs, Ready-to-Fly. 

Sold as  Single, 3 Pack, & 6-Pack. 

* And. . . Coming S o o n  
The RAINBOW HP. 

Diamond Kites, Paper Kites, 
Premium Kites, Tiger Squadron 

Gliders and Accessories 

Coast Kites  
15953 Minnesota Avenue 

Paramount, CA 90723 
TO ORDER: 

1-800-735-4837 
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WHAT'S NMI: KITES 

Omega's Genki  
This kite designed by Nop Velthuizen* has Kites reviewed: below left, the Omega genki; 
become verv ~ o ~ u l a r  in Holland. Most of below right, the Grumman Gulfhawk; right, 

~ ~ . ,  1 

serious I)utc.il kitefliers (>\yn one or three Flutterb~s-the Regal Hairstreak, the '/ 
Southern Dot \ more and the kite is well rcprcscnteci at 

kite wents in Europe. 
111 es5enc.t. a moclificcl (\vidcneii~ flare 

kite (out of I)a\lid I'clhani~, the gcwki i\ P \$, 

\.cry stable hori~o~itall!, and tlie\ in a \\fidc I .""- 13?X "- ' 

J*J . . . 
\vi~id range. Sollie nlodels \vc'\.e see11 lack .. . 

thc I~at tcn~ in the outer sails, gi\,ing then1 
a floppy look in the air. 'l'liir durln't wcni 
to affect their fl\.ing, but the I~nttens clo . - 

trim up the appearance of the kite and 
probably extend its wind range. 

This genki, as made by Reza Ragheb 
(Omega Kites) with battens, provides the 
first opportunity American fliers have had 
to purchase a significantly large version of 
this popular kite. 

When we first tested the Omega genki, 
it was one of those no-wind days. It was 
possible to launch and haul the kite to a 
low height without losing control, but not 
to really fly it. However, on another occa- 
sion, we flew the genki on winds of 5 to 
12 mph.  At 10 mph  and above, it 
becomes what Curt Marshall used to call a 
"worthy adversary." It's big and it's beefy. 
Remembering that pull increases in geo- 
metric proportion to the strength of the 
wind, we suggest you start your flying on 
300-lb-test or stronger line. Also bring 
your neck oil: the genki flies at a very 
good angle. 

One lure of this design is that if offers a 
large platform for surface design. Reza has 
never been one to shrink from this kind 
of opportunity. He makes the genki to 
order, in several patterns, running from 
the merely intense to the thundering. The 
workmanship is exacting and thoughtful. 
This kite is a real piece of beefcake. 

-M.G.rnG. 

Gaia's Flutterbys 
For about a year now, little handpainted 
silk butterfly kites from Gaia Gifts have 
been displayed at kite events. Mounted on 
sticks or hung as mobiles, these pretty, 

* The genki was seen in "Bikes, Kites and 
Cameras," by Nop and MichGle Velthuizen, in 
Kite Lines, Winter 1988-89, page 35. 

realistic creatures add a touch of color 
wherever they alight. But will they fly? 

We finally decided to see for ourselves. 
But first we read the owner's manual. 

We haven't seen another kite manual 
anything like this. It's cute as a bug (oops! 
a pupa) and covers everything: the com- 
pany's environment-conscious philoso- 
phy, care and flying of Flutterbys, life-span 
and history of lepidoptera, source of the 
Flutterbys (Weifang, China), bibliography, 
how to display the kites and, finally, an 
order form showing the nine styles avail- 
able. The six credit lines include one for 
our friend Charlie Sotich, the great kite 
miniaturist, and another for Gary Gabrel, 
who thought out the whole production. 

The package itself is very attractive and 
tidy to the last detail. Included are a tiny 
reel of thread and a display holder for 
"planting" the Flutterby. After reading the 
booklet, we truly appreciated the object. 
Then we came back to the same cold ques- 
tion we ask of all kites: But will they fly? 

The answer is a qualified yes. They fly 
in winds from 1 to 3 rnph or indoors from 
a stick. Outdoors, we found it necessary to 
add longer ribbon tails (we used curlable 
gift ribbon, about three feet of it) to  
extend the range to about 8 mph. We flew 
just three of the nine Flutterbys available. 
The Regal Hairstreak did best outdoors 
and the Monarch was better indoors. We 
were happy for the periods of steady 
flight. But these are very sensitive kites. 
We know it is hard to build small butter- 
flies predictably. Perhaps we were not 
patient enough with the fine tuning. 
Other people, conscientiously applying all 
the tips in the manual, might do better. 

But at least the Flutterbys make prettier 
decor than the average retired kite. 

-M.G./VG. 

G r u m m a n  Gul fhawk 
Many years ago I built a Stratton Super- 
star. (Stratton Air Engineering is now part 
of Coast Kites.) This was a biplane kite kit 
with no  resemblance to any particular 
full-size airplane. The kite included two 
sizes of spruce sticks, balsa for nose fair- 
ings, white plastic dihedraled wing fit- 
tings, Velcro, plywood for gussets, predec- 
orated Silkspan covering, and full plans. 

The kite took about eight hours to 
build. It would fly well in a reasonably 
wide range of windspeeds. But the center 
of gravity was so far forward that if the 
wind dropped too low the kite would 
glide upwind and escape control. I tried 
decreasing sweepback and washout, 
which didn't help much. Somewhat help- 
ful was a very stretchy added bridle leg 
running to a point well back on the kite. 
The kite was flyable but not very exciting. 

Recently I built and experimented with 
a newer kit kite from Coast Kites, the 
Grumman Gulfhawk. Compared to the 
old Superstar, there is a strong similarity 
and some rather interesting differences. 
The Gulfhawk has a body which is much 
wider and significantly longer. Its wings 
are slightly narrower, with less taper and 
less difference in length between top and 
bottom wings. It is somewhat more stable, 
but it will glide forward if dropped. 

This fault can be reduced or eliminated 
by attaching a stick that extends from the 
rear of the kite. This kite has a removable 
tailplane, so I tried a large, diamond-shaped 
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tailplane in an unsuccessful attempt to 
make it glide tail first. Later I cannibalized 
it and two other Stratton kites to make a 
kite with large wings in front, smaller 
wings in back. Trailing edges were added 
to the usual Stratton structure of leading 
edge and braced tip. Two bodies were fas- 
tened together, with some pieces added, so 
that the wings could be mounted. 

This contraption would fly, and would 
glide away from the reel. It probably could 
be flown without wind. However, it was 

not very stable, not very efficient, and far 
more fragile than an actual Stratton kite. 

At a recent kite event, the Gulfhawk 
was flown restored, except for the bridle. 
There is an elastic leg at the normal bridle 
point and a stiff leg well ahead of it. The 
kite flies almost normally but will not 
overfly. An inadvertent "cure." It might be 
worth some experimenting. 

There is probably no need to elastic- 
bridle a Stratton to limit the pull at high 
windspeed. The wings have dihedral, 

sweepback, and spars at the leading edges 
only. The resulting washout is such that 
trim is not badly affected by small asym- 
metries and the pull varies as less than the 
square of the airspeed. 

With a stiffer wing, pull can probably 
be made as constant as desired by choice 
of incidence and center of gravity, with or 
without an elastic bridle. But the 
Gulfhawk's relative insensitivity to trim is 
a real advantage. 

-WR.B. 

Name and Shape of Kite 

DATA CHART 

Retail Dimensions Weight Major Porta- Assembly Dura- Wind 
Price (inches) (ounces) Components bility Time bility Range 

Easeof Skill 
Launch Level 

- -  -- 
Omega Kites: "-- - -: --6sS.00 185x60 28.5 @MOP, G 5 min. E 4-20 E I 
Genki l *  - '-+ 

1 ___I___-+- grapt-8te 

Gaia Gifts: T? 15.00 8x6 .10 silk, F 0 min. G 1-3 G 1 
Flutterby (3) 5 X' 9x5 bamboo 

Coast Kites: 18.00 49x32 4.0 spruce, F 1 min. G 5-1 5 G I 
~rurnrnh Gulfhawk --a Silkspan 
- - 

NOTE: Retail price (in US dollars) is "advertised" or "suggested." Wind range (in mph) covers minimum and maximum speeds deemed suitable by 
our evaluators. Skill levels: N-Novice, I-Intermediate, S-Skilled. Other ratings: P-Poor, F-Fair, G-Good, VG-Very Good, E-Excellent. Dimensions 
are in the following order: width x height. Measurements and (usually) drawings are made with the kite standing up on the floor facing the viewer. 

KITEMANDU 
KTTE FACTORY 

most complete line of 
t kites available today. 

Ifyou haven't heard of us 
--start listening. 

DEALER INQUIRIES ALWAYS INVITED 

Chuck Stecker 
(New Owner) 

PHONE (2 1 5) 736 -8253 !:i: 
FAX (2 1 5) 736 - 3065 *::* 

520 No r th  Pennsylvan~a 
Mornsv~lle, PA 19067 

I 

An exciting line of kites, 
kite accessories, toys and 
wind related objects. 

W e  specialize in the most 
up to  date stunters on the 
market. If there's a new kite 
out, chances are we have it, 
or  we can get it ...q uick! 
So if you're loolcing for the 
newest, hottest kites in the 
air, stop in and check out 
our newly renovated shop. 
And while you're there, take 
a look at our line of home 
made Icandies. They can be 
custom designed for special 
events, parties or  holidays. 

I f  you're in the neighborhood 
stop in, or  give us a call 
and let us know what you're 
looking for! 

Watch for our NEW catalog 
coming later this year! 
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For infomation on our 
complete line of High 
Pe~ormance Stunt Kites, 
please write or call for our 

720-C Gateway Center Dr. Tel(619) 2624712 
San Diego, CA 921 02 Far (619) 2624714 EJ?'PEw& - 

The Kite Studio 
Tony and Steve Ferrel 
5555 Hamilton Blvd. 
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WHAT'S NEW: BOOKS 

The Latest from Germany 
By Leonard M. Conover 

Credit Where Due 
Skywork Experience by Christine Schertel 
(Hamburg, Germany: Skywork-Agentur, 
1991), in German, softcover, 52 pages, $14.95. 

Basically "only" a collection of very 
detailed plans for some of the most popular 
commercial stunt kites of the day, this book 
is the work of several individuals gravitating 
around Wolkenstiirmer, the kite shop in 
Hamburg, Germany. 

Karin Gurezka-Zander, a well-known flier 
and judge at stunt kite events and member 
of Stunt Team And Competitive Kiting 
(STACK), contributed flight patterns and 
rules. Bernard Maas wrote the introduction 
and provided the general layout of the book, 
the attractive watercolor illustrations and 
the technical plans to build the kites. There 
are no photographs. 

One of the best aspects of the book is its 
excellent overall design and its clear and 
accurate building plans. 

The accompanying text has a good syn- 
thesizing quality, offering clear language 
and well done coverage of the different ele- 
ments of stunt kite flying. 

As a result, the book is a good introduc- 
tion to the basics of this branch of kiting, 
unfolding one after another the funda- 
mentals: flight figures and patterns for solo 
and team flying, a concise dictionary of 
terms, categories used at competition level, 
tips and information about sewing, con- 
struction, materials (with charts on proper- 
ties of high-tech spars), bridle adjustments, 
and splicing and sleeving of flying lines. 

But something is missing. 
The introduction by Bernard Maas, for 

example, one of the shortest ever recorded 

in a kite book, manages to quote the Chinese 
tradition, to describe the introduction of 
kites in Europe and their applications, end- 
ing with the "revolutionary" invention of 
stunt kites, the number of people they have 
attracted and the fact that they are the 
expression of the spirit of our time. 

The selection of nine kite plans is a good 
one, unless you happen to be one of the 
manufacturers. It includes the Spinoff, 
Hawaiian, Phantom, Revolution, Fire Dart 
and Sky Dart. 

But. . . who designed these kites? Who 
worked for years to perfect them so that 
others can enjoy them? Why is a certain 
kite better in light or strong winds, why is it 
good for novices, why is it fast, why does it 
pull, why. . . ? 

The WHYS and WHOs are the short- 
comings of this book, that no credit or men- 
tion is given to the original designerseven 
the address of STACK is missing! 

If I could imagine the "ideal" book about 
stunt kites, I would like it technically well- 
made, like this one. But it should also speak 
of the inventors, the pioneers, the events of 
this sport. 

The designers, producers and fliers should 
be part of the book, and their voices should 
reflect the aesthetics of sport kite flying, 
balancing the arid technical qualities with 
some signs of human life. The reader should 
have a more rounded view of sport kites, 
incluclmg their best and most fascinating fea- 
tures, along with construction plans. 

It's a shame that this book not only fails 
to provide such a total picture, it does not 
even acknowledge the people whose kites 
have been so freely copied. 0 
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DESIGN WORKSHOP 

The Featherlight 

By A. Pete Ianuzzi 

T his kite was made on September 30, 
1980, partly as a new creation and part- 

ly as an evolution from two of Pete's pre- 
vious kites. Those in turn were based on 
the original Gunther Flugspiel Schmetter- 
ling putterfly) kite. 

Pete has called this kite Yellow Bird up 
until now, but in deference to people who 
want to use other colors, we have chosen 
a new name for it for these plans. 

In designing this kite, Pete was aiming 
for a high performance craft, one that 
would fly in low winds. In that respect the 
Featherlight is a success because it soars in 
those feeble breezes that so often prevail 
in and around Pete's hometown of 
Catonsville, Maryland. 

The kite will go up on less than 4mph 
and it weighs only 0.4 ounce per square 
foot of sail area. It was a winner at the 
1988 Smithsonian Kite Festival and has 
flown in many other places since then. 

When the Kite Lines staff goes out to 
test-fly a kite, Pete generally comes along 
with his Featherlight. If it's a low wind 
day, he'll put the kite up. If it doesn't fly, 
we can be almost sure that it's no use try- 
ing any of the other kites. 

This kite is the product of logical think- 
ing in answer to the question: What is the 
easiest and least wasteful way I can make 
the kite I want? "Easy" for Pete might not 
be easy for others, particularly people 
without the wood carving skills Pete 
brings to the fittings. However, other 
methods and materials might be used by 
inventive kitemakers. -KG. 

TOOLS 
Drill press and band 

saw for making the 
wooden fittings (or a 
hand drill and hand saw). 

File and sandpaper to 
smooth fittings. 

Jeweler's saw frame 
with a very fine jeweler's 
metal-cutting saw blade 
for cutting the fiberglass 
tubes. (One could use a 
hacksaw, but it tends to 
shatter fiberglass.) 

Carpenter's square for 
layout. 

MATERIALS 
123 inches %-ounce ripstop nylon in 

two pieces, each 61 inches long. (Before 
cutting fabric in half, cut the keel out.) 

Twill tape: 12 inches of %-inch for 
cover loops, and 5 inches of %-inch for 
keel reinforcement at the tow point. 

Wooden dowels: 4 pieces of %-inch 
diameter, each 1%-inch long, for the tips 
of the spars. 

One wooden dowel, %-inch diameter, 
about 8 inches long, for the top of the spine 
(wood takes abuse and is replaceable). 

Four 6-foot fiberglass fishing rod blanks 
for the spars and spine, cut to 39 or 40 
inches long (the butt end shortened), 
tapered from 0.2-inch to 0.4-inch. (Spin 
Cast, light, from Netcraft is what Pete 
used; other fishing suppliers should have 
similar wares). 

Wood for fittings, two blocks, each 
about 3 by 4 inches and 1 inch thick, 
preferably of black gum (nyssa sylvatica) or 
sweet gum (liquidambar styraciflua)-a 
wood that is strong in all directions but 
not too heavy. (Pete has tried casting the 
main fitting from epoxy but it was heavy 
and easily shattered. Other materials 
might be used, such as nylon.) 

CONSTRUCTION STEPS 
Cover 
1. Cut and hem the right and left sides 
of the cover and the keel. Keep the fabric 
weave in a fore-and-aft orientation. Allow 
%-inch hems all around outside the 
dimensions given. Pete uses double stitch- 

ing for all the seams on the kite. 
2. Attach X-inch twill tape spar loops at 
four corners. (See detail A.) 
3. Sew 1-inch (2-inch when flat) bias tape 
26 inches long, using one row of stitches, 
to the back of the cover, to make a tubular 
casing on a curve on each side of the kite. 
The curve keeps the main cover tight (the 
top triangle is relatively loose). To be neat- 
est, stitch little hems on the ends of the 
bias tape. 
4. Sew %-inch twill tape to the towing 
point on the keel in a manner similar to 
step 2. (See detail B.) 
5. Attach keel to center seam of cover. 

Fitting and Spars 
1. Make fittings before cutting spars to 
length. The fittings are made of wood 
using a drill and saw, followed by hand fil- 
ing and sanding. (See drawings for shaping, 
angles and dimensions.) 
2. Assemble spars to the fittings and then 
cut spars to length so that the cover is 
tight when the tip fittings are in place on 
the spar ends. (No adjustments in tension 
can be made at the spar tips with this 
design, but humidity has been found to 
have only a very minor effect on the kite's 
flight performance.) 
3. Cut spars and spine as suggested or by 
any other technique that will not splinter 
the fiberglass. The spine is two pieces of 
pole left over from the tail spars and fitted 
internally with a dowel, sanded to taper 
snugly, glued into one of the pole pieces 
and slip-fit into the other. 
4. Make wooden spar tips. (See detail.) The 
notches in the ends of the tips are cut 
with a saw and the sharp edges are 
smoothed with an emery board. Attach 
the tips to the spars using epoxy. Roughen 
the tips of the fiberglass so the epoxy will 
hold. 

VARIATIONS 
The Featherlight could be made larger and 
lighter, or smaller and heavier, but Pete is 
happy with the balance of elements 
attained by this size. 

The shape of the kite could be easily 
modified on the sides, where curves could 
be substituted for the straight angles in 
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the plan. Curves might be aesthetically 
pleasing and reduce the slight fluttering of 
the flaps in flight. The flutter is almost the 
only motion this kite makes in the sky, 
because it is such a stable kite. The desir- 
ability of this flutter is, of course, in the 
eye of the beholder. But Pete has a theory 
that the flutters absorb Von Karman vor- 
tex effects. 

Pete has left the kite undecorated, as 
usual (he concentrates on performance), 

but another maker might find the plan a 
very attractive space for surface design. 

IFLYING 
This kite will fly in winds as low as 2 mph 
and will tolerate winds up to 8 mph. Over 
8, however, the pockets get deep and the 
chance of breakage increases. This is, after 
all, a light wind kite. 

Last tip: The Featherlight is a great kite 
for carrying light sticks at night. v 

t' I Maker of Quality Kites. 
Specialising in - 

'Fighter' Kites, Aerobatic 
Single Line Kites, and Birds. 

Martvn Lawrence 
3, Britannia Street 
Rachub, Bethesda 
Gwynedd LL57 3EW 

WALES, UK, 
Tel : +44-2481602-600 
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T H A T  G R O W  O N  Y O U  

"Home Blown" 
produce is ma& 

resilient colored 

Hand crafted in 
the USA. You 

Dealer inquiries 3ft. fresh 
welcome. Call 

Fax number: 

No visit to the West Coast is complete without a stop at.. .  

\ 5 - 
4 

-- --a K 1 T f . S  e 

"A most impressive kite collection!" "AWESOME!!" Doug Hagaman 

BABY S O P  

Swanson 
"Dazzling! ... and watching Corey in the 
store is incredible!" Lee Toy 
"Most amazing kite store I've ever 

A SUPER 15" MINI WINDSOCK 
Perfect for the Home, Boat, RV, 

Car, ATV, Bicycle, and much, much more. 

"Nothing eke like it! Finest kite shop 
ever!11 Jerry Sinotte 
"I wish it was my kite store! 
p.s. Don't forget the Monterey 

Put your City or State name and 
design on a Baby SocTM, and 
sell as souvenirs. 

seen!" Joel Scholz Aquarium." Robbi Sugarman 

W i n b b o m e  Xites 
585 Cannery %OW 
%ontere$, Ca 93940 

@ Write for our retail KITEALOG Toll-Free Order # 1-800-234-1 033 
AKA 1 KTA Member Merchant Kite Store # (408) 373-7422 

A Baby SocTM with school 
colors and emblem will show 
school spirit. 

Advertise your resort by putting 
your name and logo on a 
Baby SocrM . 

Put your Company logo on a 
Baby SocTM and give to 
important clients. 

Club members can identify 
each other with matching 
Baby SocTM. 

Choose from over 100 
patterns or design 
your own& 

Call or write for 
information 

In The Breeze 

P.O. Box 5561 

I I Bend, OR 97708-5561 
800-487-1417 

DISPLA Y RACK A VAILA BLE - Dealer Inquiries Invited - Fax: 5W3-389-5478 



TIPS G TECHNIQUES 

A Fringed Tails and Bridle Sleeves 

A MESS OF BRIDLES secure it with a bit of transparent tape at 
From Bill Tyrrell, Doylestown, Pennsylvania: one end. Lay a length of ripstop onto the 
Doing the classic daisy chain on a kite adhesive surface of the tape, leaving a 
with multiple bridle lines is sometimes a couple of inches of the tape ~ m ~ v e r e d .  
fight with tangles. There's an easier way: Using a roller, pressure-bond the rip- 

make a fabric sleeve for the lines. stop to the tape (illustration 2). Press hard. 

length of the bridles. Fold the fabric in ha 
lengthwise, to three inches, to make 

or %"-wide piece of nylon grosgrain ribbon 
two feet longer than the sleeve. Attach a 
snap swivel to one end of the ribbon and 
insert it loose in to  the  sleeve while 
sewing. (The ribbon should always stay 
inside the sleeve.) 

Sew two small pieces of ribbon onto 
the ends of the sleeve to make loops as than the tail and fold over at 
handholds when pulling the sleeve on  , both ends. Using the scalpel, 
and off. make cuts outward from the 

When bringing down the kite (in my edge of the tape to the edge of the ripstop 
case a parafoil), detach the flying line. at intervals which need not be accurate, 
While holding the kite still flying just from but should be between X "  and ?/xu (illustra- 
the tow point of the bridles, snap the rib- tion 3). Repeat this operation along both 
bon onto the tow point. Then pull the edges of the tail. Be very careful not to 
sleeve over the ribbon, tow point and bri- nick the adhesive tape. 
dles, up to the keels. Fit an eyelet at one end, and the tail is 

After folding up the kite, drop the sleeve ready to attach to your kite. The eyelet is 
into it and fold everything up into the not essential. As an alternative, sew a 
kite bag. That's it! Clean and simple. piece of kite line through the two thick- 

nesses of tape at either end of the tail. 

HOW TO MAKE A TAIL 
WITHOUT SEWING Tips & Techniques is a forum for you to 

share your favorite hint or trick for making 
From WilfProctor, Kircudbright, Scotland: and flying kites. Each published item earns 
Tools and Materials (illustration I )  your choice of (1) any book(s) from the Kite 

scrap ripstop, in 3%" wide strips Lines Bookstore to the value of $15 or (2) a 
surgical tape, K" wide subscription or extension for four issues of 

transparent tape Kite Lines. And as a bonus you will also 

wallpaper edge roller receive recognition from the worldwide kite 

scalpel or X-acto knife 
cutting mat 
eyelet punch (optional) 
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OMEGAkites 
by Reza 
For outstanding 
qual~ty, beauty, 
performance and 
excellence of 
design-fly 
award-winning 
Omega kites. 

Please send $5 
for portfolio of 
45 color photo- 
graphs of Omega 
kites. (Portfolio 
cost to be 
applied toward 
initial purchase.) 

HI FLI KITES, LTD. 
12101 C East lliff 
Aurora, Colorado 
80014 
(303) 755-6105 

I 
3 / 4  nylon Ripstop, 3 2  colors; plus 1 / 2  oz. 
Spectra line, custom cut lengths; Kite pins 

Leading Edge Dacron, all colors 
Carbon tubes, Fiberglass tubes  & rods  

Complete line of Quality Building Supplies 

Write or Call For Catalog and Color Samples Today! 
Fast, Next Working Day Shipment! 

Monday-Friday, 10 am-10 pm, (804) 233-6155 

&an# - em &i8h da6lticr 
1420 Yale Avenue. Richmond. VA 23224 

Sunday, October 11,1992 
Grand Haven State Park 

Grand Haven, MI 

CALL FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG 
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STUNT DIARY 

Always New ai Wildwood 

By Me1 Govig 

T he competition for innovative flying 
has become the set-piece of the East 

Coast Stunt Kite Championships, 
Wildwood, New Jersey (May 22-25, 1992). 
That held true even though this year's 
event included the Wildwood Interna- 
tional Kite Festival (May 21-25). 

Competition among innovators was 
neck and neck, although Ted Dougherty 
of Spring, Texas tipped the balance in his 
favor with a flawless execution to the 
theme of "Mother's Pride," very appropri- 
ate to this Memorial Day event and not 
lost on the judges. With kites representing 
the dreams and death of a youthful war- 
rior (using patriotic and death's-head kites 
to depict the hopeful and the macabre), 
his finale won the show, as he maneu- 
vered a red, white and blue Quadrifoil 
into position and unfurled an American 
flag over the grave of the fallen hero. 

On a lighter theme, Pete Dolphin of 
Merchantville, New Jersey and his two 
daughters took us down the yellow brick 
road and over the rainbow. Jesse skipped 
down the yellow brick road while Pete 
flew overhead with her three traveling 
companions, the Scarecrow, the Tin Man 
and the Cowardly Lion flying as tails 
behind a Flexifoil. In a dramatic finale, 
Pete flew over and under a rainbow Arch 
Ribbon while Rita sang "Over the 
Rainbow." (See Arch Ribbon story, page 40.) 

Joe Perron of Lincoln, Rhode Island 
dressed in white mask and black cape as 
the "Phantom of the Opera." Reversing his 
lines through a dog stake, he thrilled and 
drilled his lady kite to the musical score. 

Billy Jones of Ocean City, Maryland 
did a costumed rendition of the "Ballad of 
Billy the Kid." He flew through the rise 
and demise of his Old West character, 
complete with gun play and shady ladies. 
Unfortunately, an unexpected weather 
shift near the end of the Old West seg- 
ment cost Billy enough points to make 
him an also-ran. He recovered his stage 
presence, though, and won the hearts of 
the crowd as he bravely relaunched and 
flew on through the routine. Burying BiUy 
the Kid, casting off ten-gallon hat, chaps 
and guns, he drew a six pack to replace 
the six guns and in this new life Billy got 
the girl instead of the horse. 

hooked up and flown as a unit at Wildwood 
by Gary Huska of Rockaway, New Jersey. 

John MacLauchlan of Dania, Florida, 
flying a dog stake routine to the music "I 
Touch Myself," touched a kite labeled., 
you guessed it, Myself. 

On Monday, as the last of the demon- 
strations were completed under threaten- 
ing skies, Lee Sedgwick, Sue Taft, Fritz 
Gramkowski and Steve Shapson put on a 
demonstration of buggying and "kite trac- 
tion without vehicle" as they used Quadri- 
foils to scoot up and down the beach. I 
predict stunt kite events will soon start to 
incorporate stunt buggy races or other 
traction events with their competitions. 

What else was new at Wildwood? A 
special field and announcer were provided 
for single-line fliers, whose activities 
included rokkaku battles on two days. 
Overseas guests included Martin Lester 
from England, Raoul Fosset and his daugh- 
ter from Belgium, and, from Germany, 
Detlef Kohler and Jiirgen and Uwe Groll. 

Also as a first, a field was set aside for 
commercial demonstrations and hands- 
on training sessions. The learning field 
was a real hit, allowing novices to experi- 
ence two and four-line flying with expert 
guidance. 

A young man to watch is John Barresi, 
16, of San Francisco, California. He is one 
of those rare overnight wonders, already 
in Masters class and a top contender in 
every category using a variey of kites. 

You can count on Wildwood for a great 
beach and excellent organization. Usually 
the surprises are good ones, such as the 
expanding inclusion of single-line kites, 
the learning field and the visitors from 
abroad. But for me it's still the innovators 
who make the event worth the trip. 9 
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Italy's biggest festival, May 1-3, 1992 
COLORIAMO I CIELI 
at Castiglione del Lago, Italy 

Article by Valerie Govig 
Photographs by Valerie & Me1 C40vig 

Above: In Italy 
. from New Zealand, 

the newest Peter L Lynn Tri-D Box 
kite in a ~ ieced 

rainbow of 
colors made 

by the "young 
Peter Lynn," 

son of the well- 
known senior 

Peter. The color 
patches are so 

arranged that in 
the sky they 

create the koru 
("new life") 

symbol of 
New Z ealand. 

The kite makes a 
vivid contrast to 
the morning fog. 
Left: the unique 

bat quad-line kite 
of Oliviero Olivieri 

cuts a caper 
across the sky. 

lbria is called 'the green heart 
f Italy,"' says our translator 

cva when we arrive at 
Castiglione del Lago a day before the kite 
festival. 

We have arrived in_this hilly region of 
fertile farms and ancient towns for the 
12th annual running of Coloriamo i Cieli 
(Let's Paint the Sky). 

And sure enough, it's raining. As hon- 
ored guests of the local tourist authority, 
our more-or-less English-speaking group* 
has time to tour the countryside to taste 
wine, climb cathedral towers, prowl 
shops, view an exhibit of kites by Peter 
Lynn and Tsutomu Hiroi, and drive the 
stradas past rolling farms, cypress trees 
and shuttered villas. Who cares if it rains? 
There will be no more of it in this charmed 
city-on-a-hill by beautiful Lake Trasimeno. 

Next day the festival skies are clear! The 
rain's blessing has made the world emerald 

*Japan: Tsutomu Hiroi and Tadatomo Takahashi; 
New Zealand: Peter Lynn, Clyde Cook and Peter and 
Anne Whitehead; United States: Me1 and Valerie 
Govig and Joel and Holly Scholz. 

green as far as the eye can see-to the blue 
lake north of us and the terracotta build- 
ings to the south. 

Our field is a former airport that is now 
ordinarily a sheep meadow, but today not 
much (not too much, anyway) evidence is 
left of its previous occupants as we kite- 
fliers take it for our own. 

This is Italy's largest kite festival. 
Attendance is on a grand scale, said to be 
35,000 over three days. The Italians alone 
have over 30 clubs and teams on hand, 
and at least a dozen other countries are 
represented. Spectator interest is strong. 
Dr. Giuliano Festuccia, Director of the 
Tourist Promotion Authority of Trasimeno, 
explains that the area's equilibrium be- 
tween natural environment, history and 
modern culture makes kites a perfect fit in 
the developing of tourism. Plans are afoot 
to make room for a large stunt kite com- 
petition in the future. 

For all its organization, complete with 
beautifully printed programs, the festival, 
refreshingly, has no real schedule and no 
competition (except for the stunt kites). 
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prisoner drogue hauled up by the 

pile of Cody kites as sculpture next to a 
hinese lantern kite by Gerhard Blattert; an artful 

crafted tetrahedral kite by Jan Houtermans; an end 
view of a large oblique box kite by Patrizio Mariani 
of Terni; Pinocchio being prepared for flight on his 

bicycle kite, made by of Paolo Gori and Vanny 
Pecchioli of Florence; a two-line cobra kite with 

three-dimensional tail, flown by Walter Nencetti of 
Florence but made by his mother In four days and 
nights; and one of Francesco Innisi's giant kites. 

Guatemala. But it was made by two 
Frenchmen from Provenqe, Philippe 
Cottenqeau and Ludovic Petit. The two 
specialize in paper kites and have made 
their Guatemalan in traditional paper. 
Philippe also makes fighter kites of great 
variety, using paper (mosaics or painted), 
sometimes with poems on them. He says, 

"Paper kites with paper tails: it's a rule." 
Francesco Innisi of Mantova (northern 

Italy) has staked some of his kites upright 
for display. They are big, as you would 
expect from this one-time contender for 
Largest Stunter (a 160-square-foot Peter 
Powell-type kite in 1985). Since then he 
has made many kites. He searches the 

right shapes for pictures he wants to put 
on them. "It's a holy problem," he says. 

Off to the west I see a brilliant blue 
tetrahedral kite against the broad green 
field where its makerlflier is preparing to 
launch it. The wind turns the kite, show- 
ing its cells pink on the other side. In the 
air the kite changes again as its colors 
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From top lefi 
clockwise: many kites 
by Gubbio Fly include a 
very innovative three- 
dimensional field flower 
and a long-pointed star; 
one of Francesco 
Milione's rokkaku varla- 
tions; "Rokklakko," a 
combination of two 
Japanese forms 
(rokkaku and yakko 
kites), from an idea by 
Claudio Capelli, executed 

I by Leo Nard1 (deceased, - 1989) of Cervla; Roberto 
Guidori's latest design 

I 
taken from a popular 
watch and watchband; 
Spider's Canvas kite by 

I ~rio '~ascucci  of Rlmini; an 
I elegant multicellular struc- 

mingle into purple. The kite's creator, Jan 
Houterrnans of Vienna, proudly shows me 
the cells up close. They are snugly ten- 
sioned with a fiberglass bow in each. 

Members of Riminivola, the kite club 
in Rimini, remind me to take lunch at the 
stand. I had not yet realized how well sup- 
ported this festival is. Tents along the 

south edge of the field offer not only deli- 
cious and abundant Italian food, but kites 
and building materials, toys and balloons 
for the kids, and tables for kitemaking. At 
the cafe, Loretta Ricci tells me about a 
beautiful 10th anniversary Riminivola 
Kite Festival held just the weekend before. 
Later I hear about Urbino's kite society, 

B ture by Alberto Alberighi of 
~ienafand (center) a ship 
klte and a multistar box by 
Anton Fiirnhammer framing 1 an enchanting mushroom 
kite by Franz Kabrt. 

which President Roberto Magi says enjoys 
an elegant kite festival with a history of 
no less than 45 years. I am impressed with 
the growth of clubs, events, sophistication 
and enthusiasm in Italy since our last visit 
here, to Cervia, seven years ago. 

Back on the field, I see Francesco 
Milioni of Viterbo assembling several of 
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his big kites, including two huge uncon- 
ventional "rokkakus." One in eight colors, 
built of triangles worked together, is called 
Concerto for Piano and Wind Instru- 
ments. Francesco owns a tobacco shop 
and for the last five years has been m&- 
ing kites by night. He "thinks kites" all the 
time, especially while listening to the 
music of Igor Stravinsky. 

One of the key figures on the field is 
Oliviero Olivieri, called "the father of 
Italian kiteflying" and head of the 
Associazione Italiana Aquilonisti. This 
umbrella organization somewhat unifies a 
highly varied collection of clubs and 
teams scattered throughout Italy. 

Oliviezo himsekf is p&icuEafly noted 
for making replicas of historic kites, but 
today we see two designs that are modern 
and his om. One, which he calls Tower, 
is two stunt kites built on one spme end- 
to-end, and the 0th is Mo bat, a quad- 
line stunter plus figuze kite. The bat 
design is something I had seen in a photo- 
graph once, not associated with Oliviero. I - e 
asked him about this and he said a I 

Belgian had made a similar kite-but 
z 
9 

independently. F 
Oliviero, wearing a tall hat covered group from Foligno, that is planning in 

with kite buttons, smokes a pipe and talks the next few days to deliver a kite to the 
and translates continually. He passes Pope. Oliviero shrugs as if he is not sure 
news to  me from I Millepiedi, a kite this will happen. 
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t ion the festival wo 
received-and perhaps it will be, in Greece in 

I took comfort from the fact that we had 
city, perfect weather and, most of all, ourselv 

by R81fesmr Hlrsi 
hangs under tha rkh- 
ly wnaeentael Wing  
@f the Pa lwe  della 
Cm@m In tW$iglione 
Qet Lag@, alms with 
tradltlenrl Japanem 
medels a d  M e s  by 
bier Lynn. Len, a 

kite by a student raf 
Hire1 is a "self-mrtrait" 
madis to the shape ~f 
the b&Q tmtlinM on 

where Silvio Maccher@& got them started 
in kites. Cilvia's prsdigiaus kitmakirag 
(wch as his #12W mzw mli @a the c m r  
@f Kite Lina, Spwing 1991) resdts in many 
Rfiwer scraps ef fabric. Thie retiirees sal- 
vage thema fer  their awm Ma. In o ~ l y  the 
last Wree rn@ntls th&y have made & a t  
20 Mtes ercsk, i rg ladhg stuntms and 
face@. A p l e a d  @Mae s a p  @f the men, 
''They me rn c ~ ~ q 1 e t d y  

Creafd~e rde%ign, the rmmg s ~ &  of 

lhlia.ms, shews itself in Gubbia Fly, a 
@@up qearheaded by Re&@ Livi, wh@ just 
maw is l e g i q  x a d  in the grass Iscm- 
kd&g t u g .  @ne is am unlikely le@kag 

~ ~ ~ ~ i &  Bewe. ht later I see it 
flying-very well-tvithsut tail. 

Thi4 evming the crowd gathems fsr the 
b&t, but the little c& mias ~ u t  sf bad,  
se when the c e ~ m e n i e s  are ever eumr 
grmq heads off t s  I1 Lid@ Jelibario, a piz- 
zeria by the kk. I had always theu&ht 
America was the pizza palam ef the wmld. 
Wrmge. 'Dl& Is the Best P h  I Ever Ate. 

cheese, the d c h k e s  . . .) 
mughly pampered by ax 

, eqeaially @w @ansl'&erfi, wh@ share 
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insights and humor along with language. 
Saturday dawns clear and sunny. We 

head to the field hoping for wind. Again 
we are disappointed and the fliers are test- 
ed in their ability to make the most of it. 
Surely Peter Lynn of all the people I know 
is most adept at this. He does not log all 
those air miles from New Zealand with his 
giant bags full of kites and team of stal- 
warts only to sit there and drink wine. 

Already in the air as we approach the 
field (Peter is always the first to fly) is 
Archalon, better known as Myrtle the ' 
Turtle, Peter's latest soft kite. With the help 
of his tireless teammates as well as Olaf 
and Sabine Zabel of Hamburg, Gerrnany- 
and sometimes a car--he keeps Myrtle up 
most of the day-all 450 square feet of her. 
Speaking of his soft kites, Peter confesses, 
"It takes some years to refine these-to get 

all the elements in balance. 
"Myrtle is a large enough kite to nPake 

an impact at a festival but weighs only 
eight kilos (17.6 pounds), so I can get 
more color in the sky for the weight. 

"Potential accidents with inflatable 
kites have gone to maybe a quarter of 
sparred kites. There's still some risk--of 
line burn and getting hauled up on the 
line-but nothing else. The potential of 
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the inflatable has not really been 
explored." 

It's a good morning for trains: Luigino 
Eurico of Castiglione del Lago is flying 
250 kites on a line. Friends are holding 
him down. (He says that tomorrow there 
will be 2,000!) Joel Scholz1 walking back- 
wards into the wind, lofts his well-known 
train of parrots in all their pretty colors. 

A group from Vienna, Austria puts a 

stunning colledion on the field and hauls 
some into the air occasionally. Amiable 
Anton Fiirnhammer, a kitemaker for 
seven years, flies some elegant rokkakus 
but leaves his ship kite and multistar box 
kite beautifully parked. 

Next to them is an enchanting k i t e d  
mushmom! Its niaker is Franz Kabrt of 
Vienna, who voices discontent with his 
facet transformatian ("It's still evolving," 

he apologizes) because it doesn't turn in 
the air. But it does fly. Franz takes a run 
with it-sure enough, for a minute, it's up 
there. (And this is only his fourth kite!) 

Off to the side of the field I am delight- 
ed to see an Eddy kite that flies as perfectly 
as an Eddy should and carries an artfully 
simple color scheme. It turns out to be a 
joint project of Cristina Sanvito and 
Giancarlo Galli of Milan. Cristina teaches 
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international kite festival in L b  
ceuntry and pawee sut K w s i a  
a as m m e n t e  or ~ ~ ~ r n ~ ~ & t s s  g b ~  

&tmud. We are  in^ sf h w  
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Need Kites? 
Need Kits? 

Need Parts? 

High Fly Kite Co 
The Kite Addict's Premier Source for Kites and Parts 

Write, call, or fax for our new Catalog: 
High Fly Kite Co + Mail order specialists 

+ Fast delivery from our large PO Box 2146 
inventory Haddonfield NJ, USA 08033 

+ Visa, Mastercard 609 429-6260 itably! Call or write for more Lnfo: 
Fax4294142 Bill Tyrrell Kitestufl co. 

J 51 Layle Lane Doylestown Pa.,18901 USA 
215-348-1744 FAX 215-345-8684 

EAST COAST 6 1 
VIDEO 

The Top Pairs and Team 
Ballet Performances 
from 1991, including: 

> Prevailing Winds 
High Flyers 

> High Performance 
> Skyward Edge 
> Team Bohica 
> Roaring Flamingos 

Chicago Fire 
and much more! 

Order Yours Today. 
UP IN THE AIR PRODUCTIONS 

HIGH FLY KITE CO. 
30 WEST END AVENUE 

HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033 
6091429-6260 

WINGTIP to WINGTIP. 

A CUSTOM ALU 

TRI - S - KITES, INC. 
14086 Martin Rd., Warren, MI. 48093 (313) 778 - 0489 
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K I T E S  

LINKING COUNTRIES WITH KITES 
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Above, one of over 1,000 kites flies over Niagara Falls on May 15, 1992. 
The cross spar is two intersecting fiberglass rods instead of the single 

I 
bowed wire used by the original designer, Eiji Ohashi. 
Left, Masaakl Modegl and Tom Casselman head the running launch team. 

f you have Niagara Falls was first to the Japan Kite Association, through 
never hon- suggested by Chris Silvia Modegi, to make, bring and fly the train. 
eymooned of Portsmouth, Rhode Extensive planning, coordination and 

or vacationed Island, on a visit to the publicity began over a year in advance of 
in Niagara Falls, = Falls in 1988. Three other the May 16-17, 1992 dates. 
the next best 2 visitors quickly con- The magic of the idea of flying kites 
reason-wait, $ curred: fellow Rhode across the Falls ignited other plans: to 
the best rea- 2 Islander Tom Casselman, have a kite festival the same weekend and 
son-to go there would have to be a kite and Masaaki Modegi and Teruaki to attempt a reenactment of the historic 
festival. Tsutsumi of Japan. An article about the Homan Walsh gorge-spanning fly of 1847. 

The place is as beautiful as they say it arch trains of Eiji Ohashi (in the Summer As kite history buffs know, Homan at age 
is. The sight of an incredible rush of four 1989 Kite Lines) gave further impetus to 10 won $10 (a handsome prize at the 
million gallons of water plummeting over the plan. Meg and Bill Albers of Buffalo, time) for getting the first line across the 
the edge every minute invokes awe. And New York approached the neighboring gorge by kite, enabling progressively heav- 
the scenic parks and clean city next to it city of Niagara Falls when it was planning ier cables to be pulled across to start con- 
are fitting accompaniments. to celebrate its centennial. Skye Morrison, struction on the bridge. 

The idea of flying an arch of kites over just over the border in Toronto, sent a fax The response to this multiple event 



Left, rokkakus appliqued with whimsical art by Win Colwell 
of San Francisco, Califarnia. Win uses poles and mounts the 
kites to them like banners. Below, a painted Tyvek 
dragon by Marguerite Sankus of Virginia Beach, Virginia. 

Jay Montt 

-. 

Left, lion parafoil by Hugh 
(Stretch) Tucker of Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. Above, clip- 
per ship replica kite by Bob 
Belliveau of Niantic, Connecticut. 

"Niagara or Bust" by Brooks Leffler of Pacific 
Grove, California, and Legs in a Barrel by 
Martin Lester of Bristol, England. Near left, 
"Brigid's Shield," a rokkaku richly patterned 
using a combination of printing and painting 
by Anne Sloboda and Eric Curtis of 
St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada. Above, Paul 
Garber flies his Navy Target Kie, joined by 
Matgo Brown (right) of McLean, Virginia and 
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TEAM CANADA FLIERS 
Ilene Atkins 

Michael Graves 
Anne Sloboda 

TEAM CANADA CATC 
David Aikrnan 

Mark Groshens 
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was strong. Approximately 400 
kitefliers came from many parts 
of the United States as well as 
England, Belgium, and of course 
Canada and Japan. 

The Japanese team was a key 
factor. They brought the train. 
Packed in clear boxes were 2,000 
arch train kites, all made by 
Teruaki Tsutsumi for the Occa- 
sion, decorated with alternating 
flags of Canada, Japan and the 
U.S. Though the kite was slightly 
different from the original, the 
design was by Ohashi (who, 
strangely, was not invited). 

The only question was: would 
the train fly in the shifting wind 
currents over the gorge? Would it 
make it across? 

Saturday morning saw scores - 
of kiters positioned across the * 

Rainbow Bridge to help make the 2 
$ 

launch by holding up sections of 7 

I 
the train. The winds were light, 
so the kiters ran-and it worked! A train The evening party was full of many 
of kites flew up over one side of the toasts to all the fliers. 
bridge. A tangle in part of the line caused The festival on Sunday was held at 
the team to bring the train down and 132-acre Reservoir Park, one of the largest 
relaunch. It was a bit rough on the kites maintained open spaces available for 
this time because the wind blew them urban kiteflying on the East Coast. There 
against the roof of the customs station, were tents for kitemaking, food sales and a 
but the kites were strong-they flew again public address system, but no competition 
and made a brief but splendid sight. and little schedule. This was the kind of 

That afternoon everyone drove to day for simply enjoying luteflying-and 
Whirlpool State Park for the Homan that is exactly what we did. 
Walsh reenactment. The site was a majes- Unfortunately, most of the day the 
tic green overlook of Niagara Falls with winds were fierce, 10 to 30mph. They 
relatively few trees-perfect for kiteflying, were good for the demonstrations of stunt 
The winds were light but adequate for kite traction over the grass by Fritz Gram- 
those with enough determination-and kowski on a buggy and Lee Sedgwick and 
enough line (2,000-plus feet). At first, the Sue Taft on roller blades. It was also an 
challenge seemed difficult because the opportunity for smiling 92-year-old Paul 
kites wanted to rise rather than move hor- Garber to fly one of his historic Navy 
izontally. After all, Homan Walsh had Target Kites, from his wheelchair. 
required two tries over eight days to put a Although only the more rugged kites 
line across the gorge. However, with were up for any length of time, if you kept 
patience and help from friends, not one- your eyes open you would see, at least 
not two-but eight were successful! briefly, a range of the latest and loveliest 

Steve Webber 

productions of this select and 
creative crowd, busy and laugh- 
ing and having a second honey- 
moon with kites. ? 

Above, brilliant stained glass 
window kite, after a Frank Lloyd 
Wrlght design, made by Ilene 
Atklns and Michael Graves of 
Toronto, Canada. Far left, Japan- 
ese teammates cheer after cross- 
Ing the gorge. Near left, first 
across: Fritz, Stretch and Fran. 
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C REATION OF THE ARCH RIBBON 
In 1988, during a trip to the desert of 

Hoggar (in Southern Algeria), Alain 
Chevalier and ~t ienne Veyres of France 
had the idea of using these majestic land- 
scapes for an ephemeral exposition of 
kites titled Espace pour une Solitude.* 

For this occasion, Alain Chevalier, a 
theater set designer, artist and kitemaker, 
designed a series of wonderful kites. 
~tienne Veyres (a psychiatrist professional- 
ly), tired of unrolling innumerable flying 
lines, let his imagination soar to create the 
"Arch, a kite without line." 

The design is derived from the joining 
of many sled kites side by side. Initially 
the design was to have a long horizontal 

*Photographs from the trek were shown at the Centre 
&Action Culturelle Jean Renoir, Dieppe, France in Sep 
tember 1990, as reported by Simon Freidm in "A Sen- 
sational Dieppe," Kite Lines, Winter 1990-91, page 46. 

Variations of the 
Arch Ribbon, 
from upper left 
clockwigc: -0 

sizes by Sue Taft 
and La Sedgwick, 
staked out at 
Niagara Falls, 
New York; Pete 
Dolphin's rainbow 
before fllght at 
Wildwood, New 
Jerscy; Wmrd 
C19rnent1s 100- 
meter ribbon in 
mld-swoosh at 
Barcelona, Spain; 
and Dol~hin i~vina 

spar, rigid, like a flare kite. 
At first on a small scale, the Arch proved 

its ability to catch the wind and allow one 
to play with pressure variations on its sur- 
face. The first large Arches that ~t ienne 
made were of reinforced plastic film with 
bamboo struts. They were shown during 
the 1989 kite festival in Pleubian, France. 
Although they were quite fragile, they 
allowed the designer to find out which pro- 
portion would be best for proper fundion- 
ing of the next prototype. Indeed, the 
nature of the sail material, the positioning 
of the attachment points and the details of 
the construction have a great effect on the 
flying qualities of the Arch. 
-G&ard ClPment, translated by Pierre Fabre 

Pierre Fabre a&: 
The project in the desert was Alain 
Chevalier's idea and ~tienne was invited 

along. There, ~ t i e n n e  made long arch 
trains of about 200 Tyvek sled kites fitted 
with long plastic tails. The design of the 
Arch Ribbon came later. 

ktienne has many projects with his 
Arches, but financing has always been a 
problem. Since his first prototype in 1987, 
he had to wait five years before he could 
afford to  build one of ripstop nylon. 
Actually, it was more difficult to fly than 
the previous cotton model. 

What is so fascinating about the Arches 
is that they are constantly undulating and 
you really can play with them (much the 
same way as with the Playsails of George 
Peters). 

Among the projects of ~tienne are illu- 
minated electric Arches, rotating Arches 
that fly with no wind and multiple Arches 
set on a radiating pattern. 

Continued. . . 
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SKY DELIGHT KITES 
Designs by Joel K. Scholz 

10 1 5 Avondale Road 
Austin, Texas 78704 
Phone 5 12-476- 1 758 

KITEMAKING SUPPLIES 
i 

KITER'S EQUIPMENT 

A K ~ t e  - Attach a l ~ n e  to the beak and fly 11 l rad~t ional ly 
A W ~ n d  Sock - Attach 11 to a pole and your pet b ~ r d  w ~ l l  spectacularly 

guard your garden 
A M o b ~ l e  - Hung Indoors or outdoors 11 makes an attract~ve Oecoratlon I 
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Birders, Gardeners, Environmentalists and Kite Flyers 
Celebrate The Magnificent Recovery of 

THE 
UNIQUE 

A KITE, WIND SOCK, AND MOBILE ALL IN ONE. 

Length 20.5 Inches Length 28 ~nches 
W~ngspan 44 Inches W~ngspan 60 ~nches 

2-COLOR FULL COLOR 

Realistically depicts a bird in flight. Constructed of durable Tyvek9 Fun to assemble. 

Beats its wings. Water and tear resistant. Punch out and glue together. 

Soars across the wind. Ultraviolet colors won't fade in the sunlight. Packaged in a mailing tube. 

Eagle Kit 49.95 
Eagle Assembled 59.95 
Shipping 4.00 

Amount Enclosed: $ 

Osprey Kit 19.95 
Osprey Assembled 29.95 
Shipping 4.00 

Amount Enclosed: $ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
JACKITE, INC. 

2868 West Landing Road 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23456 

(804) 426-5359 
Retail or Wholesale Inquiries Invited 
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RCH RIBBON CROSSES THE AUNTIC 
The idea was too good to miss. A 

Seeing the Arch Ribbon in France in April, 
clever copiers Pete Dolphin and Sue 
TaftILee Sedgwick had their own versions 
flying in the United States in ~ a <  BY now 
it's likely that people who have seen the 
Arch Ribbons of Pete and SuetLee will have 
copied them in turn. 

The great thing about the Arch Ribbon 
is its essential simplicity of construction 
combined with its wide range of options 
for maneuvers and variations. It offers an 
entirely new visual element to the kite 
field. It can be "stunted" in its own way, 
but it also makes a statement in a single- 

line environment. Can the Arch Ribbon 
be the bridge we've been looking for 
between stunt flying and stable flying? 

Tips on Building 
The Arch Ribbon concept allows latitude 
in sizes and materials. Pete Dolphin made 
his Arch Ribbon of ripstop nylon in his 
usual Big-Man style: 150 feet long. He 
sewed together six stripes in rainbow col- 
ors for his "Over the Rainbow" routine, to 
get a 42-inch width. 

Graphite tube battens went into pock- 
ets every four feet. Pete felt that a key to 
his success was sewing a grosgrain ribbon 
into the leading edge, to keep it taut and 
prevent stretching. Two t h i i  of the way 
down from the leading edge he sewed 

another ribbon, for strength. 
Sue's large version (she made a trial 

model 30 feet long by one foot wide) was 
100 feet long and 22 inches wide. It was 
made of polyester lining fabric in assorted 
colors, with ripstop nylon in the end sec- 
tions. Sue and Lee ran a line of 250-lb 
Dacron about one-third down and across 
the fabric and wound it around the bat- 
tens at each point along the Arch. Sue 
used K-inch wooden dowels for battens 
and suggested smaller diameter battens 
for the middle of the Arch to help 
improve lift. A heavier spar at each end is 
needed to take the stress there. Sue and 
Lee attached two lines at each end, then 
brought them together to one line, 
putting a slider knot at the tow point to 
allow for angle adjustment. 

l3ps on Flying: 
The Arch Ribbon can be staked out, on 
the ground or between trees-and, of 
course, it's fun to fly. It needs a good, 
steady wind. Sue and Lee's Arch Ribbon 
flies to about 50 feet, which pleases them. 
("It sets a stage," says Lee.) Sue says they 
enjoy the way the Arches can go down 
and come up by themselves with the 
wind. She noted that two people holding 
opposite sides can flip it and wave it. Sue 
saw it flown in France with kids holding 
one end, taking turns and "having a 
blast." 

It is maneuverable to a degree. You pull 
on the lower edge to bring the Ribbon 
down or at the upper edge to make it rise. 
For a large Arch Ribbon, one might emu- 
late Pete and use wrist straps to lessen 
muscle strain. 

Pete found that all the effort he put 
into making and flying his Arch Ribbon 
was well rewarded with the crowd's 
applause, even chanting, during his "Over 
the Rainbow" routine. -Valerie Govig 
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We're not just handing 
another line. 

The best kite line in the world just got better. 
In 1992, kitefliers can look forward to 

ultra light Spiderline (12#, 25#, 45#, 65#) 
bulk lengths, and pre-sleeved line. 

Now guaranteed flaw free! 

the or19inal Spectra fiber kite /he 

CATCH THE WIND@ LINCOLN CITY, OREGON 503-994-9500 FAX 503-994-4766 
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K ite lines and lines on a sailing ship are 
similar because, in use, both are fas- 

tened to something up in the air at their 
upper ends and both are also held fast at 
their bottom ends. 

Sailors make a definite distinction 
between knots tied at the ends of lines 
and knots tied in the middle, which they 
call the bight. A kite line in flight is 
immobilized between the kite at one end 
and the reel at the other. When the line 
becomes tangled, the tangle is, ips0 faao, 
composed of knots tied in the bight. 

This is significant because tangles in the 
bight avoid the worst thing that can hap 
pen in a tangle, constrictive knots that be- 
come so tight the line has to be cut. Jam 
knots, I call them, or Class A knots. The 
grandfather of all jam knots is the overhand 
knot. If you think about it, an overhand 
knot can only be tied in the end of a line. 

It is very unlikely that an overhand 

BY WILLIAM G. WING 
COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS BY GEORGE PETERS, DRAWINGS BY LISA CRAIG AND WILLIAM G. WING 

knot can occur in a tangle of kite string 
when the kite-end and the reel-end take 
no part in the mess. For this reason, these 

Q 
tangles are lesser, or 
Class B, tangles. 

Granted that a 
loop can stick up 
from the bight in a 
tangle, twist itself 

The overhand knot, into a single line 
archetypical jam knot. and then act as an 
end and tie an overhand knot, but this 
kind of knot tied with doubled string isn't 
so hard to untie. It's true that snarls devel- 
op in the bight so tight they might as well 
be overhand knots, but they aren't. They 
are not constrictive like jam knots. 
Basically, the Class B tangle is made up of 
twistings and wrappings. 

There are only two states in which a 
lime is functional: when it is extended and 
when it is coiled. Coils, in this usage, are 
broadly defined. Line on reels is coiled in 
tight little circles. The old over-and-under 
method of wrapping kite string around a 
stick produces coils in the shape of figure- 
eights. Sometimes even string in a mess 
has to be deemed a coil. A good kiteflier, 

flying his kite from his hand, lets loops 
fall randomly at his feet. String may be 
strewn all over hell's half acre. It may look 
like a mess. But if the string flows out 
again, without tangling, it was coiled. 

On a sailing ship, tangles are unthink- 
able in running rigging (lines that move). 
It is a matter of lie and death. The sailing 
ship's handling of coils, therefore, makes a 
good model. 

When lines controlling sails are pulled 
in and made fast, the surplus rope is care- 
fully coiled and hung out of the way on 
the rails. When it is time to release 
them again, the coils are laid on deck so 
that the part of the coil that would run 
out first is on top. On release, this upper 
part runs out freely through the systems 
of pulleys. Lines run out in reverse of the 
way they come in. 

This is an important principle that 
applies to tangles as well as coils. If a line 
can depart from a tangle exactly as it 
came in, the tangle disappears. 

Greek mythology gives a name for this 
principle. In ancient Crete, there was a 
monster that ate up people. He hid at the 
center of a maze (a tangle) called the 

I Labyrinth. Into the Labyrinth went a 
hero named Theseus (Thee-soos or 
Theesy-us, take your pick). Theseus 
unraveled his shirt as he went in, trailing 
the string behind him. He found the 
monster, killed it and got back out by fol- 
lowing the string. The go-as-you-came-in 
method of untangling follows the 
Theseus Principle. 

In his classic book on knots*, the late 
Clifford Ashley was onto this principle 
when he gave his method on untangling 
string. He says: first loosen all jams. Form 
the tangled wad into a loose doughnut 
shape with one end of the string falling 
th~ough the inside hole. Turn the dough- 

* Clifford W. Ashley, The Ashley Book of Knots 
(Garden City, NJ: Doubleday, 1946), page 29, 
paragraph 14 1. 
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nut inward so the end continues falling. 
Don't pull the string. Let it fall without 
assistance. 

This sounds easier to do than it is. I've 
never been able to manage it. As soon as 
one micron of the end falls out, a com- 
plex weave appears behind it that requires 
distorting the mass to make a new dough- 
nut. Parts of the mass fall out and one 
begins using profane and obscene words. 
It is the only logical suggestion I ever read, 
though, so I used it as a starting point for 
my Untangling Board. 

My editor later brought my attention 
to Helen Bushell's book, Make Mine Fly,? 
which recommends untangling by using 
the doughnut method. Also Bushel1 cau- 
tions against twists, which she calls gnarls. 
"Gnarls jump into lines that have been 
over-twisted or untwisted." Well said. She 
too puts in a good word for the way line is 
handled on sailing ships. 

Finally, a tangle is a collection of string 
crossings. The closer together the strings 
cross, the worse the tangle. The first job of 
the untangler, then, is to bring in space 
among the crossings. Trials with short 
pieces of string indicate a tangle will dis- 
appear if individual crossings are pushed 
further and further apart. 

One is reminded of traffic jams where 
the worst case is gridlock. The traffic 
policeman works by bringing space among 
cars, working from the outside inward. 

In the hope of finding a way to bypass 
the labor of untangling, I made an  
Untangle Board. It is two-feet square and 
painted flat black. It has a hole in the cen- 
ter surrounded by a ring of orange pegs. 
Blocks on the underside allow a string to 
move through the hole to a reel. 

I experimented with 50-lb-test twisted 
nylon, a kind of string that once produced 
a horrendous tangle for me. 

t Helen Bushell, Make Mine Fly (East 
Malvern, Australia: Platypress Publishing, 
1988), pages 4-5. 

UNTANGLING, IT HAS TO BE SAID, IS A TIME-CONSUMING 
BUSINESS. LABOR-INTENSIVE TO THE EXTREME. HOWEVER, THE 
FUSING PRICES OF SYNTHETIC CORD MAY MAKE IT NECESSARY. 

No miracle can be reported. I found I by following the string outward on the 
hadn't thought enough about the prob- double, leaving the tangled string behind. 
lems of Theseus. If the Labyrinth had been But the Labyrinth was highly complicated, 
fairly simple, Theseus could have escaped so he would have had to reel in the string 

grass, empty your mind andgo at it with all genetic trait that makes us like to pick at 
your fingers. Sometimes toes help, too. things. It's rather like a tribe of monkeys 

There are two kinds o f  tangles: a field plucking fleas out of each other's fur. Get 
tangle and a take-it-home mess. 71te ones enough people and you have a tangle bee. 

preferred method, made some great mends while untangling 



as he went just to follow the twists and 
tums. This would have cleared up the tan- 
gle and given him back his shirt to boot. It 
meant, though, that he hadn't found any 
shortcut to untangling. 

The doughnut method works by egest- 
ing string. String comes out as it went in. 
On the Untangling Board, any string that 
could come off the inside of the dough- 
nut went through the hole to a reel below. 
Most of the work on the Board, however, 
was ingestion, not egestion. 

In any case, the Untangling Board 
proved to be a good work table. The colors 
of the board contrasted with the uniform 
white of the string and made the tangles 
easier to see. Stress on the brain was eased 
by the symmetry of the circle of pegs 
which made the tangle look less chaotic. 
When I felt myself going insane or when I 
got tired of the question, "Are you still 
twiddling with string?," I could shove 
everything out of sight under the bed. 

As for threading through the tangles, 
the use of a netting needle is as important 
as the board. A 1" x 12" needle will slip 
through most tangles; 400 feet of 50-lb 
nylon can be wrapped around it. 

It isn't always easy to arrange a big tan- 
gle around the circle of pegs. Usually the 
tightest part of the tangle, which I came 
to call the wad, refuses to drape itself with 
the looser parts. Actually, much of the 
working time is spent on loosening the 
long skeins that pull loose from the wad. 

REMEMBER: LOOSEFUL IS USEFUL 
If that won't remind you to loosen things, 
use the pastry chef's credo: keep it fluffy. 

The most valuable tool for working on a 
large tangle is the fisher's netting needle. 
Netting needles (also called seine needles 
and shuttles) can be found at fishing suppli- 
ers, such as the Gear Locker in New 
Bedford, Massachusetts (508-994-3594). The 
Locker carries a 1" x 1 2  jumbo model at 50 
cents. Suppliers to hand-loom operators 
may carry shuttles that work as well. 

First attack the hard snarls. Remember, for 
the whole wad to loosen, more string 
must be brought in from outside. Resist 
the temptation to take out as much string 
as possible in the early stages. 

LOOPS AND TWISTS 
Often very long loops of line fall from the 
wad. If the string is new and lively, the 
loops twist- themselves into single strands 
and then these twisted strands writhe 
together like mating snakes. I have the 
impression they can literally tie them- 
selves into knots. 

Examine the point where a loop leaves 
the wad. If both its legs go under the same 
strands, the loop can be pulled through. 
Sometimes long twists can be unplaited 
from each other. The very long loops can 
be kept under control by winding them 
on sticks, pencils, heavy nails, lace bob- 
bins and netting needles-temporarily. 
These are the reservoirs of string to be fed 
back into the tight parts of the tangle. 

PROCEDURES 
At first, do whatever you can to re-create 
the original coil that existed before the 
tangle occurred. It doesn't seem to matter 
how much you flop the tangle around if 
the end result is to simplify the shape. 
String-crossings are so numerous in a tan- 
gle that you have to look for wholesale 
measures. If you can see where the string 
end goes into the wad for an inch or two, 
one swoop of the needle may undo a 
dozen crossings. 

JAMS 
Jams and snarls too tight to be pried apart 
with fingers may require the use of an 
instrument. Be wary of anything-like a 
nutpick-sharp enough to tear a yam in 
the string. One tear threatens the integrity 
of the whole line. Plastic darning needles 
have safe points. The end of a pair of nee- 
dle-nose pliers can be stuck between string 
crossings and then opened, pushing apart 
the crossings. Strong lights and magnify- 
ing glasses can help in this exercise. 

It's hard, tedious work, but it will all 
come out in the end. 0 

ion into t h e  skies 

MIDDLEBURY, VERMONT 
02753 USA 4 802/388 4415 

5th Annual 
Ethnic Expo 

Family Kite Fly 
Oct. 1 1, 1992 

Competitions 
Free Fly 
Free Kite Making 
Trophies 
Associated with 

"One Sky, One World" 

For more information 
Ethnic Expo Kite Fly 
123 Washington St. 

Columbus, IN 47201 
812-376-2500 
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I] fmm Leading Edge Kites: 

performance, design, and meticulous craftsmanship. From the initial 
computer design to the in-field flight testing, extreme care has been taken to A 
insure that the Windrider Series Kites deliver an ideal balance of control, linear 

fold seams, and a unique "T" type sail standoff system. The Windrider Series Kites 
are limited production kites and are available exclusively through Leading Edge 

Wingspan: 96 inches 
Spine length: 42 inches 
Spine type: UL AdvantagelBernan Beman 

SUL AdvantagelBernan AFC 1960 
8.8 oz.19.25 02. 

$269.00 / $239.00 

Leading Edge Kites 
2220 Camino Largo 

i 
1 it- 

STUNT KITE 
SPECIALISTS 
2873 Eo PROSPECT Rbo 

YORK, PA 17402 
1 CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG I 

Klig's Kites  
The Source 

Full line of stunt kites 
Single line kites 

Wind socks 
Banners 

Flags 
and accessories 

Also the Hottest Tees a 
"LC B E L ~ *  

Call 
1-800-333-5944 
for FREE catalog 

or 
F A X  803-448-7370 

Dealer Inquiries 
803-448- 788 1 

i 

3333 Wallingford North 
Seattle, WA 98103 

206 633-4780 
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I Top Of The Line Flight Squadron 

Phase 1 (01) System: 

2 24"xl" flexible strips. Ten lights per strip, 
sequentially lighting, building to a brilliantly 
lighted strip. 

And Introducing: 
Phase 2 (02)  System: 

2 24"x0.6" flexible strips expandable to 48" 
with 0 2  + add on system. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

Available at your local kite shop or by contacting: 

NITE FLIGHT LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
13304 E. Valley Blvd. La Puente, Calif. 91746 (818) 961-8849 

BIG WINGS SeriesTM Kite Bags 

QUALITY BAGS AT 

ALL BAGSARE 100% 
NYLON CORDUR.AB 

CALL FOR BROCHURE & 
LIST OF LOCAL DEALERS 

Douglasville, GA 30133 
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beam$4L kites in Itr& 
. . . Continued fbm page 34 

morning hours. 
The last day, Sunday, looks like a repeat 

of the day befor+sunny but nearly wind- 
less. Everyone takes to the field gamely. 
Peter Whitehead says, "This festival. should 
be called 'Let's Color the Ground'." 

Truly. Doing a good job of that is 
Roberto Guidori of Optikite-r is it the 
Centro Italiano Aquilonisti of Cervia? 
(The lines between commercial and non- 
commercial, individual and club, local 
and national are at least as blurry in 
Italian kiting as anywhere else.) 

Frits Jansma of The Netherlands brings out a 
strange device made by Jeroen Fokke called 
a vliegerfoon (kite phone) or kite sound 
amplifier. Several tones roar down the line, 
sounding like the lndy 500 race track. Frits 
says that several of these in different sizes 
and shapes are used "like an orchestra." 

Finally there is a little wind. 
Enough for a train. Enough for the 

2,000 units brought from Foligno. Dario 
Trabalza, Giovanni Angelini, Maurizio 
Rosi and others from Foligno under the 
name I Millepiedi have been working for a 
year on a train of well-crafted kites in the 
style of Eiji Ohashi of Japan (the reversible 
dihedral arch train). The group hopes to 
break some kind of record, perhaps most 
kites in train? Ah, no, that is 11,284 as 
flown in Japan in 1990. Well, most arch 
kites in train? Maybe. Or most kites in 
train in Italy? Surely. 

Somehow, whether a record is set or 
not doesn't matter. It is the idea, the spirit, 
the doing of the thing that counts. 

Quickly a train is launched and 
anchored and a new train grows from the 
anchor point to create an arch growing 
out of the box at the launching end. 

Releasing the kites is arduous. The sys- 
tem is to walk out successive groups of 30 
or so kites at a time, holding them with a 
hook thrown into a loop tied in the line. 

Continued on page 51. . . 

NOT EVEN TIME FLIES LIKE A TRLBY DELTA4 

The Trlby Delta-4 is guaranteed to 
fly for 525,600 minutes or one full 

year (whichever comes first). 
And since assembly takes only sec- 

onds, you'll have plenty of time to 
relax and enloy the breeze. The 
amazing American-made Trlby 

Delta4 has a 48" wingspan.and 
comes complete with a comfotiable 

molded handle, 150' of polyester 
line, 15' tail, molded fittings and 

fi~t-quality hardwood struts. All for 
a suggested retail of around $7.85. 
We recommend you take some time 

and buy a Trlby Delta-4 today! 

For more information 
on where to purchase 
Trlby Kites call: 
(800) 328-7529 

TRLBY PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
65 New Litchfield Street Torrington, CT 06790 (203) 482-6848 Fax (203) 496-0267 

Save 10-1 5% on ANY KlTE 
Free Delivery 

Your kite wholesale specialist 
CALL WITH THE KlTE OF YOUR CHOICE AND SAVE 

Call Toll Free (800) 32-KITES ... 24-hour FAX (714) 356-8275 
m~asler~ard m r n h i c a n ~ x p a v ,  

1 1399 Burl Drive Fontana, California 92335 U.S.A. 
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a wind sled kite kit 

An excellent beginners' kite kit @ 

Great for camp, school, parties, 
recreation for kids of &ages 

Quick and easy to decorate, 

Made of non-tearing, 
waterproof plastic paper 

24"h. x 32"w. 

G* 

For catalog send $1 to 

JOE VAUGHAN 
P.O. Box 276 

Mifflinville, PA 18631 
(717) 759-3167 

FLIP- 
-FLOP 
'Ihis 4' Rokkaku plts a 
new twist on maneuverable 
kites. By manipulating the 
flying line, you enable 
the kite to exchange 

of flying fun! 

Wx46" 

A fast and maneuverable 

A great fighter value! 

FIGHTER 
Carlisle 

Kiteworks 
809 Factory St., Carlisle, PA 17013 
WholesaleRetail 717-243-7913 
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. . . Continued from page 49 

Then the hook is released and the 30 kites 
snap up and into position. Two strong 
young men, shirtless and sweaty, are 
doing this. With the release of each new 
segment, the snap gets louder from the 
extra stress being placed on the line. 

Team Millepiedi starts to retrieve the train 
(named "Lazarus"), working from arch to 
anchor point (a car) to straight end. 

Suddenly a large delta stunter heads for 
the train and twists around it-twice! 
Shouts and screams in very hot Italian! 
Some of the team members walk down 
the line and cut the intruder free. 

At 6:00 p.m. the last kites are let out on 
the line and a beautiful train-plus-arch is 
flying, containing a total of 1,392 kites, 
spreading across 2,088 meters (6,850 feet). 

But now, in order to set a record, they 
must be retrieved and any broken or dou- 
bled-up kites discounted. Nine such are 
noted by the midpoint, the end of the 
arch. The retrievers stop now, flush with a 
near victory. Someone opens a bottle of 
champagne. Cheers go up, but I worry 
that the celebration is a bit premature. 

Then the team goes back to work 
retrieving, but suddenly, at 650 p.m., just 
a few kites into the last segment, over half 
the remaining units break away! Two 
young runners chase their hearts out in 
the slant of evening light. For a good 10 
minutes the floating partial train remains 
visible. Recovery is hopeless. The crowd 
gazes in shock and pain at the loss of the 
achievement. 

But still, what a spectacle! What an 
effort! What an experience! 

While this has been happening, the 
entire field has changed: the wind has come 
up for the last two hours of the festival! 
The field blossoms like a desert after a 
rain. All the frustration of being unable to 
fly in low winds is released in an orgy of 

Continued on page 52. . . 

EQUALOZER 
r m t L I a I u I v  
AEROBATIC 

KTA Best New Product of 1990 - 1  
Finetune your kite for maximum performance with this indispens- 
able newtool. Save time and eliminate guess worktying perfectly 
matched flylines, bridles and shroud lines. 

Compact, unbreakable and inexpensivecard-style winder. Stores 
single, dual and quad lines. Fast (1 5 inches per turn) and easy, 
accommodates overhand and figure-eight winding. The most 
ompact winder available. 

AD WONDER 
same great features as the Moran Winder, but designed 
ifically to store quad line control systems. Easy figure-8 

El 
ing; includes elastic binder to secure lines and control grips. 

MODEL 1 CONTROL GROP8 
Ergonomically designed grip with center bridle gives the ultimate 
in control accuracy and sensitivity. SpectralDacron bridles are 
pre-stretched as a pair to guarantee equal length and identical 
control response. 

Dealer inquiries invited 
l f  not available through your dealer, order direct AKA Member Merchant 

Nags Head, North Carolina 

Invites you to  the 

Outer Banks 
Stunt Kite 

Competition 
October 17-18,1992 

,, call for our new catalog ,, 

Rte Club 
Anywhere ! 
All For the En% 

ofJust $19. 5 
Receive: 
0 FLY-AWAYKITEPIN llhxl% 
0 FLY-AWAY EMBROIDERED PATCH 3'/z x3' 
0 MEMBERSHIP IN THE GREATEST KITE 

BUYlNG CLUB WITH ADDITIONAL 
10% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRlCES 
ON EVERYTHING YOU B W  
FLY-AWAY KITE NEWSLETTER 
FLY-AWAY KITE CATALOGUE 

FIy-Away Kites 
1108 Main St. ~ e i m a r ,  NJ 07719 

1-800-848-9089 
FAX: 1-908-681 -0523 ' 1  

I STREET ADDRESS 

STATE UP ' 
TELEPH NE# 

1 OCOMPLFIE AND MAIL WITH $19.95 TO 
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. . . Continued porn page 51 

kites that fill the sky and dazzle the eyes. 
My spine tingles from the massive effect 
of this Hallelujah Chorus of kites. 

I walk from the fallen train to find Me1 
and the other kitefliers and spectators still 
in the grip of the wind, launching all the 
kites they can as part of the kite-after-kite 
explosion. Stunters, too, are flying at last; 
Joel is joyfully dragged over the grass by 
his Neptunes. 

So many kites that had been down so 
long are flying free at last. What a grand 
finale, a blaze of glory, a fulfilling closing 
for a great kite festival! 

"So many kites, so little time" . . . (lament 
of the kite journalist). Our heartfelt apolo- 
gies to the many great but unmentioned 
kites and kiters we met on our travels. 

-VG./M.G. 

POSTSCRIPT: 
A Letter from Italy 

e are home again and buried in 
paperwork as usual when a let- W 

ter from Italy seems to pop out from 
the pile. It reads as follows: 

"On 13 May 1992, Dario Trabalza, 
Giovanni Angelini and Maurizio Rosi 
delivered a kite to Pope John Paul I1 in 
Vatican City. In 3,000 years of kite 
history and legend, never has a kite 
been given to a Pope. 

"The rokkaku-type kite's decora- 
tion was designed by architect Stefano 
Trabalza and made by the group of 
kitefliers 'I Millepiedi' of Foligno, 
Italy, using ripstop fabric sewn partly 
by hand and carrying this message: 

"The word of the Pope is a win- 
dow open to the world and his voice 
spreads to the four winds. 

"Dario Trabalza personally deliv- 
ered to the Pope the following mes- 
sage: 

"The kite group I Millepiedi, in the 
name of all kite groups in the world, 
is honored at this moment to present 
this kite gift as a symbol of peace 
and liberty to people ofgoodwill. 

"The Pope thanked him and made 
an apostolic benediction to all kite- 
fliers in the world. 

(Signed) Trabah, Dario 
Presidente, 'I Millepiedi' 

28 May 1992" 
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TWISTER 4111x4111 E& $23.95 
BEST BEGINNERS KITE HIGH DENSITY FILM 

LIGHTER PETER POWELL DIAMOND 

SKYCHASER 26" 53" REC. 
RETAIL $52.00 

TOP SELLING SMALL DELTA GREAT FLYER 
WlTH QUALITY HANDLES & LINE LOW PRICE 

BLASTER 3 ~ x 6 ~  E& $99.95 SKYLITE 39"x11oW EFh q- . 
FLIES LIKE A BULLET FAST, STRAIGHT TRACKING $;! 

9 95 
JUST WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR 

CAN HlT 100 M.P.H. IN A GOOD WIND CARBON FRAME 
~~~- - - - ~  

AN AFFORDABLE. ALL CARBON BIG WING DELTA 

READY TO FLY HANDLES & LINE 
PRE-SLEEVED EXACT LENGTHS ON HANDLES, WRIST STRAPS OR FISTIES 

PETER 
U.S.A. OPERATIONS 
PETER POWELL KITES 
1099 N.E. 45 STREET 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33334 
TEL: 305-776-5433 FAX: 305 776-5434 

1 I LSPORT 
KITES 

JAMAICA OPERATIONS (HEAD OFFICE) 
PETER POWELL KITES (JAMAICA) LTD. 

LUCEA,HANOVER, JAMAICA, W.I. 
TEL: 809-956-2676 FAX: 809-956-2677 



DYNA-KITE COW. 

THREE RIVERS, MA 

41 3-283-2555 

41 3-283-403 7 

- BLK-GOLD-GREEN -LT BLUE -TAN 

- LT. GREEN . SOME COLORS L 

AGNOLIA AVE,, PENNSAUK 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
STUNT KITES 

GUARANTEED LOWEST 
PRICES 

If you find a lower advertised price from 
an authorized dealer, we will refund 
11 0% of the difference. 

Featuring products from: 

ACTION KITES 
CHICAGO FIRE KITE CO. 
DAVIS WINDMETERS 
EASTON ALUMINUM 
FLEXIFOIL 

* FORCE 10 
REVOLUTION 
SKYWARD 

* WIND WALKER WASP 
* TOP OF THE LINE KITES 

New North Shore IN STOCK! 

HUGE INVENTORY - We have one 
of the largest inventory of stunt kites 
and accessories in the country. 
Most models and colors are in stock 
for immediate delivery! 

FAST DELIVERY- Most orders are 
shipped within 1-2 working days. 

FREE SHIPPING - U.S. orders over 
$1 00 are shipped free. 

For a FREE catalog and product infor- 
mation, call or write: 

BALLOON FACTORY & KITES 
19306 E. Windrose Dr. 
Rowland Heights, CA 91 748 
VoiceIMsg: (81 8) 91 2-1 272 

FAX: (81 8) 91 2-2585 
Authorized distributor for Top of The 
Line Kites, Davis Instruments, and EAS- 
TON Aluminum. Dealer Inquiries In- 
vited. 
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EMPTY SPACES IN THE SKY 

Ed J. St. John 

E d J. St. John, retired businessman and 
civic leader who founded the annual 

Zilker Park kite contest in Austin, Texas, 
died on June 15, 1992. As president of the 
Exchange Club, which has continued to 
co-sponsor the event, he initiated the first 
contest on March 10, 1929. The contest 
was held in Lamar Park until 1936 when it 
was moved to spacious Zflker Park. It is now 
known as the Annual Zilker Kite Festival. 

According to newspaper records, the fes- 
tival has been continuously held 64 times, 
although rain has forced one-week delays 
during some of the years. Crowds of up to 
10,000 now attend the event and partici- 
pants from all over Texas and neighboring 
states come to Austin the second Sunday of 
every March. 

St. John was very active in civic affairs 
during all of his working life. He was a mem- 

ber and past officer of over a dozen organi- 
zations, a life member of many and a 
founder or co-founder of several, including 
the Austin Advertising Club, the Better 
Business Bureau of Austin and the Texas 
Tourist Council. 

In 1936, he organized the first Cub Scout 
Pack in the Capital Area Council, which 
comprised 15 counties, and many Cub Scout 
training programs throughout the council. 
He was recognized in 1943 for his service to 
scouting with the Silver Beaver Award, scout- 
ing's highest honor for adult volunteers. 

As chairman of the board of the Austin 
Chamber of Commerce, he was involved in 
organizing the Austin Aqua Festival, which 
continues to attract tourists from all over the 
country. 

-Richard S. Robertson 
Austin, Texas 

4 Y! 1 
MORE? 

HUGE IN~~ENTORY OF THE V,ORL$S 
FINEST STUNT KITES, SINGLE-LINE 
KITES AND ACCESSORIES. WIDE 

COLOR SELECTIONS. FAST, FRIENDW 
AND PERSONALIZED SERVICE. 

FREE K ~ E ~ T E  T~E-DOWN 1001/ ) 
'ON DELTA.WING STUNT KITES OVER SlOO 

I Call (203) 426-9786 
Fpx (203) 270-8250 

29 HEMLOCK TRAIL SANDY HOOK. C T  06482 I 

........................... 
An Announcement from : 

Boreal Kites 
Most kitefliers know that Boreal is a : 
small studio - just two designer1 
printerlkitemakers. Because of our : 
small size it has become increasingly : 
difficult to create new kites while keep- : 
ing all our older kites in continuous : 
production. Something has got to give, : 
so ... as of December 1, 1992 all of our : 
current kite designs will be discontin- 
ued. Nothing shown in our current cat- : 
alogue will be available after that date. : 
On January 1, 1993, we will offer three : 
new kites that we will produce only for : 
the calendar year of 1993, and they in 
turn will be replaced by new designs in : 
1994. New year, new kites, a new con- : 
cept in kitemaking from: 

Boreal Kites 

R.R. #4 
St. Thomas, Ontario 

Canada N5P 3S8 
(51 9) 775-2527 ........................... 

Tot, Shelf Line 

High quality Ready 2 
FlyTM Spectra and Kev 
line sets are available in various lengths and 
strengths for dual and quad line flyers. 

NEW Premium Braided Presleeved Spectra 
Flyline 

These new lines come in more efficient lengths and are 
EASY to set up. 

We now have a new 50 pound test braided Spectra flying line. 
Look for Top Shelf Spectra, Kevlar & Dacron at your kite shop. 

Or write, call, or Fax: 

I 30 West End 
High Kite Haddonfield NJ, USA 08033 

609 429-6260 Fax 609 429-0142 I 
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QUADRIFOILTM Forward, Reverse, Sideways 

RUT 1850 B Holzwarth ~ t&&y$&,*~ Spring, P.O. Texas Box 77388 2056 
(7 1 3) 288-0047 or 545 1 

Dealer Inquiries Invited Fax 71 3-288-0841 1 

de quymbeke b T I M  
the original French Ornithoptef 

Best wholesale prices nationally A t  your nearest 

Packaged with English instructions 

Same day shipment 

COVENTRY SALES 
2910 Hampshire Road 
Cleveland Heights, O H  4411 
shipping: 21612914465 

li 

Fl+g Fun On A G 
fite %I8 

R %un, kltc & 
6 Ko!&ah 
drawn pm The I, vale 

Great Big Kite 
This x9.5 foot gentle giant is both a single line 
delta and an easy to fly duel line stunt kite. 

Rustle yer'self up some kite flyin' fun ... 
Lasso a Lil '  Buckaroo 

This spirited s~ngle linc delta has darn near I 10 foot wingspanl 

It takes more than slze to make a k~te Colossal. 
Our k~tes are destgned for klte flylng fun from the ground up They re 
compact easy to fly and bullt to stay that way Look for more new 
and unusual kttes from C K Ask for us at your favorlte klte shop 

1-800-336-1285 
# K~teworks PO BOX 660 G w ~ n n .  MI 49841 

Single Line 
Excitement 

E s G Y  Tetras 

Geo-Kites " 
Icosa-Kites 

Bits G Pieces Kites 
PO Box 1066 

Woodruff, WI 54568 
Orderllnfo: 800-848-5488 
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The Kite Lines Bookstore SPECIAL PURCHASES! 
Edo Dako Dai Zenshu (The Big 
Complete Book ofEd0 Kites) by 
Masaaki Modegi, in Japanese (and 
some English). One of the most 
exquisite works of kite literature 
yet from Japan. About 140 kites 
lavishly photographed and cata- 
loged. Excellent construction 
detail drawings. Rich printing 
on heavy paper, elegantly 
bound and boxed. Hardcover, 
159 oases. $159.95 

serving the kiter's reading needs by  mail 
IF ITS ABOUT KITES, the Kite Lines Book- tion with our service. We want you to feel 
store probably has it-the common, the rare, like you're in your local bookstore. Pick a 
the foreign, the domestic, the good (and the book. Look it over. If it's wrong for you, you 
bad). We cany nearly all kite titles in print, can put it back on our shelf. No problem. 
even ones that are lots of trouble to obtain. Kite books often go out of print without 

The Bookstore is not an endorsement of warning4 you want any of these, we sug- 
any title, but we do guarantee your satisfac- gest you snap them up nav! , --. r .w. . , - - -  ~ ~- 

(no airmail shipping) I 
Make Mine Fly by 
Helen Bushell. This 
1988 edition has a 
far-ranging collec- 
tion of tips, tech- 
niaues, hints and 

Kite-Folds by Beth 
Matthews. This 
improved edition 
contains plans for 
12 small kites, 
each made from a 
single sheet of 
paper, plus the 
"Skyvelope." Most 
are easy to make, 
all are attractive 
and clever. Clear 
instructions, love- 

nt addendum on 
:over, 26 pp., $9.95 

Pictures for the Sky by Paul 
Eubel and Ikuko Matsumoto, 
in a new English edition, 

revised from Bilder fiir den I 
Himmel (Pictures for the Sky). 
Incredibly beautiful full-page 
color photos of one-of-a-kind 
kites made for the traveling exhi- 
bition. Includes the work of 100 I 11 adhce (gathered 

[I since 1977) for 
beginners or experts, 
goups or individu- 
als. Includes plans 
for the famous 
patented Trefoil 

international artists collaborating 
with 36 Japanese kite-makers. 
Softcover, 406 pp., 569.95 
(no airmail shipping) I Delta with folded keel, plus several useful 

paper kites. Softcover, 90 pp., $12.95 
ly color photos. Excellei 
kites in education. Softc 

Kites for Krmds ofKids by Ed Bermuda Kites by Frank NEW! Arte de Fazer Pipas (The 
Baxter and Richard Davey. 

kites plus accessories. very 

Watlington. Plans for five Art of Kitemaking) by Silvio 
Clear plans for 11 workable island kites, plus variations Voce, in Portuguese. Friendly 

and hummers, using tradi- history and construction of a 
good advice for workshops tional methods and materi- baker's dozen easy paper kites, 
des~ite outdated references als (~aoer, wood sticks, flour- about half of them "modern." 

i d  regional (Australian) 
materials and resources. Nice 

the rest traditional Brazilian. 
Color photographs through- 

out, simple drawings, dossary. 
Softcover. 24 DD.. 54.95 ib*&%k %= Softkover. 50 G s .  $4.95 111 

Kite Crazy (the: book) by Carol Thomas. To 
accomvanv the Canadian video series, this 

Ffshtng fa 
Angels: The Magic 
of Kites by David 
Evans. Colorful 
and attractive 
book for "readers 
ages 10 and up." 
Interesting and 
amusing kite 
lore and flying 
tips, but the 
three kite plans 

-..led. Softcover, 63 pp., $14.95 

Go Fly a 
Kite: The 
Kite Builder's 
Manual by 
John C. 
Boxtel. 
Novel plans 
include 
Ship, Wind- 
mill. Eanle. 

t . wireb;,und book includes olans for Kiskedee. 
rokkaku, dual- and quad-liAe deltas.  lack-id- 
white drawings. Softcover, 176 pages, $29.95 

Kite Crazy (the video) by SOMA Film & Video, 
Canada. Meet famous kiters and learn how to 
make and fly maneuverable kites (I-, 2- and 4- 
line). ~eaut ih l  photography, good instruc- 
tions. VHS format. 102 minutes. 529.95 Pleasing drawings, lacking dime; 

slons. Out-of-date materials and 
techniques. Softcover, 80 pp., $12.95 

, . 

Special booklvideo package $54.95 are best,. 

Chinese Attistic Kites by Ha 
Kuiming and Ha Yiqi. Defailed 
description of the celebrated 

kites of the Ha family of 
Beijing. Covers history, evo- 
lution, structure, decoration 

and flying. Over 80 kites plus 
accessories. Luxuriously 

printed color. Good English 
translation. Softcover, 

160 pp., $16.95 

Kite Cookery by Don 
Dunford. Revised edition 

The Kite Store Book of Kites by 
Mark W. Cottrell. Not fancy, but 
a refreshingly honest kite book. 
Plans for ten somewhat original 

and fully tested kites plus the 
author's philosophy and a 5.25" 

floppy disk of computer pro- 
grams (in BASIC) for kiters. (A 
magnifying glass may help for 

reading the small drawings.) 
Softcover, 48 pp., $13.95 

KN Store 

- - ..... " -  

of 1979 contains plans 
for four simple kites (box, 
delta, hexagon and dual- 
line diamond). Includes 
Dunford's theories and 

aerodynamics plus con- 
struction tips a d  techni- 

cal material. Softcover. 
47 pp., $3.95 

Le Cw-Volant en Chine 
(The Kite in China) by 
Dominique Baillon- 
Lalande, in French. 
Beautiful photos (half 
in color) of Chinese 
kites. No plans, but 

NEW! Swept Wing Stunt 
Kites by Mark Cottrell. 
Quirky, entertaining writ- 
ing. Extensive analysis of 
elements and variants, plus 
four designs. A real student 
shares his lore and puts 
phrases like cwffrdmt of lift 
into context. Homely 
format, self-published. 
Softcover, 43 pages, $10.95 

Kite Aerial Photography by 
Mark W. Cottrell. How to 
get started or improve your 
technique, including kite 
plans. Good combination of 
technical data and common 
sense. System for comparing 
trade-offs in selecting the 
elements in your rig. Self- 
published, black and white. 
Softcover, 44 pp., $10.95 

some construction 
details. Hardcover, 
88 pp., 548.95 
(no airmail shipping) 
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The Kite Lines Bookstore . . . Continued 
- 

rom GERMANY.. . 
Phantastische Drachenwelk 

Die Festivals, Die Drachenbauer, Die 
Modelle (Fantastic Kiteworld: The 

NEW! Skywork Exppenence 
by Christine Schertel, in 

German. Excellent, 
detailed plans for stunt 

kites including the 
Phantom. Revolution. 

Drachen aus aller Welt (Kites fhm 
Ewywhere) by Werner Backes, in 

German. Detaiied illustrations 
and clear photographs of a 40- 

kite international sampler. Plans 
include the Cloud Seeker, Cody, 

tetrahedral kite, rhombus and 
multicell boxes, parafoil, Rolo- 

plan and rokkaku. Also gives 
instructions on trains, reels, 

knots and aerial photography. 
Softcover, 128 pp., $16.95 

~estivals. The Kite Builders. The !-- 
Models) by'wolfgang ~chemmel- 

pfennig, in German. Colorful, well 
produced, a real coffee-table kite 

book. Has 219 color photos, many 
drawings and an insert sheet with 

traceable plans for 4 unusual kites. 
Hardcover, 128 pp., $31.95 

(no airmail shipping) 

Hawaiian and spin-Offj 
Fire and Sky Darts. No 
backglouid detail on 

the sport or credit given 
to the designers. Attractit= tJalllul15~ 

of photographs. Softcover, 52 pp., $14.95 

Drachen Kombinieren und 
Verkeiten (Kite Combinations 
and Trains) by Werner Backes, 

Drachm einfach und 
schnellgebaut (Quick 
and Easy Kitemaking) 
by Werner Backes, 
in German. An 
accurate, colorful, 
compact volume of 
basic kites and 
accessories. Soft- 
cover, 64 pp., $8.95 

Drachen bauen und steigen lassen (Making 
and Flying Kites) by Wolfgang Schimmel- 
pfennig, in German. The English ver- 
sion is out of print, so we have restocked 
this colorful German book. Excellent 
drawings and photography, interesting 
kites plus trains, stunters, facets, fight- 
ers, accessories, history, construction, 
aerodynamics, flying, photography, 
knots. Softcover, 128 pp., $12.95 

Ammania (Kite Mania) by Uri 
Abeles, in Hebrew. An effort 

to bring kiting to Israel. 
Contains about 25 basic kite 

plans along with history, 
materials, accessories and 

techniques all borrowed from 
familiar sources. Attractive 

color photographs through- 
out including interesting 

scenes of kiteflying in Israel. 
Hardcover,l04 pp., $19.95 

Lenkdrachen Bauen und 
Fliegen (Making and 

Flying Stunt Kites) by 
Wolfgang Schimmel- 
pfennig, in German. 

Colorful and fully 
detailed plans to build 
eight dual-liners: four 

diamonds, three deltas 
and a foil (the Para- 

flex). Flying tips. Soft- 
cover, 64 pp., $13.95 

Papir Sarkany (Paper Kites) 
by Istvan Bodouky, in 

Hungarian. How to make 
a wide selection of kites in 

paper-in all sizes. 
Standard kites plus some 

very original designs. 
Lovely illustrations, pho- 
tos and drawings, lots of 

detail. Two colorful paper 
kite covers inserted. 

Softcover, 80 pp., $14.95 

?om JAPAN . . . 
Aquiloni (Kites) by Guido 
Accascina, in Italian. A mini 
encyclopedia, accurate and 
up-to-date. Includes theory, 
plans, techniques, sources and 
resources. Smalt but thick, with 
16 color photo pages. Comes 
with 12 postcards in unusual 
die-cut box. Pocket-size. 
Softcover, 256 pp., $17.95 

Edo Dako (Edo Kites) by 
Masaaki Modegi, in 
Japanese with some 
English. Elegant, full- 
color pictorial tribute to 
author's father and de- 
ceased kite master Teizo 
Hashiioto. Beautiful 

Bessatsu Bijutru Techo (Fine Arts , 
Journal), in Japanese. Originally the 
Winter 1982 issue of a quarterly art 
journal devoted entirely to kites, 
now published as a book. Thick and 
substantial, it features over 300 color 
photos showing great detail. Also 
contains drawings and articles by 
well-known Japanese kite authors. 
Softcover, 216 pp., $27.95 

printing on heavy paper. 
Hardcover, 78 pp., $69.95 

Tezukuri Omoshim Dako 
Nyumon (A Primer of 

Interesting Handmade Kites) 
by Eiji Ohashi, in 

Japanese. Easy-to-make 
figure and cellular kites 

plus Ohashi's famous arch 
train.Color photos, many 

drawings. Tips on bam- 
boo, painting, hummers 
and bridling. Softcover, 

100 pp., $21.95 

Kites of Malaysia: Kites 
to make and fly by 

,Wayne Hosking, in 
English. The only con- 
venient source of plans 
and construction tech- 

niques for 10 
Malaysian wau. Great 

NEW ZN ENGLISH! Stunt 
Kites to Make and Fly by 

Servaas van der Horst and 
Nop Velthuizen. Covers all 

aspects of the sport. 
Includes detailed, extra- 

clear plans for 10 different 
high-tech maneuverable 

kites, some with novel 
touches. Excellent draw- 

full-page photos, rea- 1 
sonabledescription of 

methods. Softcover, 
39 pp., $7.95 I ings and photographs, several in color. Very welt 

organized and printed. Softcover, 96 pp., $21.95 

Kleine Papieren Vliegers (Small 
Paper Kites) by Harm van 
Veen, in Dutch. An expertly 
assembled, very original 
little book. Includes detailed 
plans for 10 miniature fliers, 
graded in order of difficulty. 
All feature artful folding and 

Kites: 24 Desim bv Izak NEW! Drachenreise Kite 
/ C. Rust, in EGlisi. The journey) by Ruedi Epple-~ass, in 
I first kite book from German. Interesting black and 

South Africa. Good white book. Countries explored 
I scale drawings and (some visited and others 
1 color vhotoiia~hs. * -- researched) include Turkev, 

lnclucies tipi o i ~  frames, Vietnam, Dominican ~ e ~ i b l i c ,  
tails, sails, knots, reels, and spots in the South Pacific 
bridles and flying, ends and Latin America plus Europe. 
with an annotated Political overtones. Flying tips. 
bibliography. Softcover, Softcover, 125 pp., $26.95 
48 pp., $8.95 

perfect craftsmanship. Constmction techniques 
and materials are described, including splitting 
bamboo. Shows a tiny reel and tips on line. Color 
photographs. Softcover, 32 pp., $5.95 
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The K&e Ihes Bookstort? . . . Continued 

I The UNITED STATES.. . I 

m e  P e w i n  Book of Kites 
by David Pelham. Called 

'The Bible," Brst 
published in 1976 and 

still recommended for all 
kitefliers. Plans for more 

than 100 kites plus lots of 
solid reference data, aero- 

dynamics and histoyy. 
Color. (Hard users: buy 
tw-the biding dies.) 

Softcover, 228 pp., $12.95 

71re Stunt Kite Book 
by Alison Fujino 

and Benjamin Ruhe. 
Covers background, 

personalities and 
introduction well; 

treats nuts-and-bolts 
somewhat sketchily. 

Many black-and- 
white photos and 

Stunt Kites! by David 
Gomberg, 3rd edition. The 

first book on the subject. 
Thorough coverage of the 
basin plus advanced tech- 
niques. Tips and informa- 
tion from 22 well-known 

pilots; lots of safety point- 
ers. "Homemade" publish- 

ing with computer draw- 
ings, no photographs. 

Softcover, 88 pp., $8.95 
drawings and a chart of 80 brands of stunt kites 

listed by skill level. Softcover, 110 pp., $8.95 

Art That Flies by Tal Streeter and 
Pamela Houk. An anthology of 
unusual kites from the Dayton 
(Ohio) Art Institute exhibition 
of 1990, feaMng works by 
artists Curt Asker (Sweden), 
Jackie Matisse (France) and Tal 
Streeter (USA). Optical illusions 
and environmental objects. 
Interviews, artists' statements 
and an interesting bibliogra- 
phy. Many handsome photos, 
some in color. No plans. 
Softcover, 139 pp., $12.95 

1 7he Art of the Iapanese 
Kite by Tal Streeter. 
Rare up-close and 

NEW! The Ultimate Kite Book 
by Paul and Helene Morgan. If 
it weren't for the exaggerated 

personal profiles of 
Japan's master kite 
artists sensitively inter- 
viewed in 1971-72. 
Includes 130 outstand- 
ing photos (52 in 
color). Rich contempo- 
rary history. No kite 
plans, but a true joy to 
read. Softcover, 
181 pp., $24.95 

title, this would be a 'm 
good book. It's done with 
great color and splash to 
attract newcomers, but lacks 
depth and identification of 
kitemakers. Unusuallv exten- 
sive photographs showing 
flying techniques. Contains 
about six plans for easy kites, 
including a Tumbling Star. 
Hardcover, 122 pp., $19.95 

Kiteworks by Maxwell Eden. The Fighter Kites by Philippe 
revised second edition has an Gallot. Plans for 29 

impressive collection of 50 kite kites, plus tips on fly- 
plans from respected designers ing, tools, materials, ' 

Up-to-date on materials. Detail? games and accessories. 
drawings plus tips, technique Illustrations are large 

accessories, historic chapters ant and clear. Instructions 
(un)related stories. Big, colorful are adequate, but mea- 

ambitious-though unclear ii surements converted 
places. Softcover, 287 pp., $14.9: from metric may total 

Original hardcover, 287 pp., $24.9: incorrectly. Softcover, 
(no airmail for hardcover) 

EWORKS 

Kites for Everyone by Margaret Greger. Many 
,good kite plans, variations and accessories, 
plus knowledgeable tips and techniques for 
beginner, expert or classroom. Second edi- 
tion. Softcover, 136 pp., $12.95 

One-Hour Kites by Jim Rowlands. W e  
as British Kites to Make and Fly. Standard 
kites for beginners, plus a few new ones, 
but directions are skimpy. Literature and 
supplier lists. Softcover, 95 pp., $12.95 

More Kites for Evetyone by Margaret Greger. 
Some old kites, some new kites, plus tips 
and techniques based on years of 
experience. Plans for 17 kites from simple 
to complex. Softcover, 59 pp., $9.95 

The Big Book ofKites by Jim Rowlands. 
Same as British Making and Flying 
Modem Kites. Uneven instructions 
and drawings for 36 kites. Includes a 
book list. Softcover, 127 pp., $12.95 

tf Kites: The Science and the Wonder Kites: An Historical Surwv by Flight Patterns by Leland Toy 
(from a television kitemaking 

series, 1984), 2nd edition. 
Solid fundamental tips and 

easy plans for eight kites. 
Plans include a rotor made of 
foam meat trays and a Mylar 

fighter, plus fighting strate- 
gies. Unpretentious, free of 

errors and user-friendly. 
Softcover, 36 pp., $6.95 

by Toshio Ito and Hirotsugu 1 Clive Hart. Rwiwd, secondred- 
Komura. Full of aerodynamics, tion (1982). Invaluable reference 

formulas and observations-the work with many black-and- 
first effort since Marvin to be white illustrations and 

saentific about kites. Diagrams photographs. Fascinating, read- 
for the "original" butterfly kite. p z g : ) , , A \  1 able, in-depth research in early 

I First published in ~apanese kiting. The most extensive kite 
(19791, the English translation F,' ' - bibliography in print. No plans. 

(1983) is not smooth. / Hardcover, 210 pp., $31.95 
Softcover, 160 pp., $11.95 Softcover, 210 pp., $14.95 

Make Your Own Kite Super Kites In by Ne~l 
(new kites) by John Thorburn. Contains 
W. Jordan. Plans for many good designs 

Chinese Kites 
by David Jue. 
A little classic: 
brief history 
and legends 
from China 

25 Kites that Fly by 
Leslie Hunt. Reprint 
of 1929 original. 
Contains good old 
plans for kites not 
seen much any- 

nine kites using and tested, creafive 
unusual materials construction tech- 
such as plastic foam niques using mostly 
and computer cards. plastic bags and 
Clear instructions wooden dowels. 
and amusing read- Includes new plans 
ing from a genuine for the T-Bird-2, T- 
enthusiast ("You Bird-3 and Bristol 

preserved by a 
deceased 
Chinese Amer- 

ican. Ti~s ,  tools. desims, techniaues 

more (shield, yacht, 
elephant, etc.) using 
orange crate sticks 
and flour-and-water 

and coristmction details for 10 ;la- Daste. Also historical data. ohotos 
tively simple Chinese kites using rice and details. Hunt was a ~Gmaker will never find an unhappy person at boxes. Nice color photographs brighten 
paper and bamboo. Colorful paint- for the U.S. Weather Bureau. the end of a kite string"). Supplies limit- this "completely handmade" book. 
ings. Hardcover, 56 pp., $11.95 Softcover, 110 pp., $2.95 ed. Softcover, 90 pp., $6.95 Softcover, 123 pp., $8.95 
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Great extra kite stuff porn Kite Lines! 

NEW! THE COMPLEAT I 

now you can have it al l  
--on MICRO-! 

 KITE^ 
each $3.00 
entire set $75 
postpaid 

Here it is, the 
entire, coveted 
collection, all 

34 back issues of Kite Lines, over the 
past 15+ years, in a neat compact 
library on microfiche. 

Whenever our original paper 
copies sell out, a microfiche version 
is offered immediately, so a serious 
kiter need never miss an issue 
entirely. And new enthusiasts can 
do a crash course in kiting with 
this treasure chest of information! 

br in XXL (white only) . . . . . . . . . $13.95 seams,-hems, edie  binding, (competitive vs. ioncompeti- artic1e';success fokula. How to 
reinforcing, multicolor piecing, tive), judging, field events and make sled kites indoors or out, 
design transferring, washing1 awards. Includes "Figure Kitingg' plus how to get the most educa- 
ironing nylon; sources, $2 ppd. by Red Braswell. . . . . . . $3 ppd. tional value from it. . . . $1 ppd. 

Use order form 

ROKKAKU KITE CHRONICLES & 
TRAINING MANUAL 
Everything about the kite community's romance 
with the rokkaku since 1983-together in one 
place-reprinted from past issues of Kite Lines--all 
the milestone reports, stories and people that put 
it all in context. And plans, too, namely the Sanjo 
Rokkaku by Me1 Govig, distributed at the begin- 
ning of the rokkaku challenges, describing how 

ome of our favorite to make this traditional kite in nylon or Tyvek. 
kite quotations--14 of them in all, 7 cludes dimensions and complete detail 

than 1,600 pages-all 40 issues 
from October 1964 to November 
1976. Here are 12 years of plans, 
profiles, commentary, news and 
resource material available no- 
where else. A must for researchers, 
collectors or libraries. 

o n  the front and 7 on the back-are 
printed in three bright colors on this 
quality, preshrunk 10% cotton t-shirt, 
made in the U.S.A. by Fruit of the Loom. 

Memorable "one-liners" culled from 
past and present include the funny, the 
serious, the famous, the unknown, the 
foreign and the domestic. Now immor- 

talized for to see On a in 
your choice of white, cool green or 
peach in adult sizes M, L or XL, $12.95 

ARE YOU MISSING SOMET'HNG? 1 

drawirigs for an inexpensive, easy-to-make 6-foot, challenge-size kite. 
Softcover, 20 pages, $6.95 plus $1.00 shipping 

cuttine, colorinn methods, im. location, budgets, formats are no ~roblem if vou use this 

D ack issues of Kite Lines offer a wealth of information 
and ideas: plans, tips, techniques (for both single- 

and dual-line fliers), personalities, world records, festi- 
vals, reviews-an essential history of today's kiting, satu- 
rated with inspiring stories and designs. 

No wonder back issues of Kite Lines are avidly collect- 
ed by so many enthusiasts. You can start now with the 
ten issues available in original paper form. 

SUMMER-FALL 1995 (Vol. 5, No. 4) 
C e ~ a ,  Italy; Mama-sans Take Europe; Alex Dunton's 
Delta-Box; How to Split Bamboo for Kites; Erhard Hassle. 

SUMMER-FALL 1987 Wol. 6. NO. 4) 
Kites of Buriram Failand); Flying in Baja; Sher-bird; 
Sisson Sled; Cutting Boron; Dyeing Ripstop with Kool-Aid. 

SPRING 1988 (Vol. 7, No. 1) 
Japan's Mt. Aso Festival; Goble Starbox; DK Cornin Kite; 
festivals: Budapest, San Francisco, Ontario Science Center. 

SUMMER 1989 (Vol. 7, No. 3) 
India's Annual Frenzy; Stunt Kite Survey; Kite Capitals of the 
World; Fabulous Bali; Flying Wedge; Ohashi's Arch Train. 

WINTER 1989-90 (Val. 7, NO. 4) 
China seen by Tal Streeter and Skye Morrison; Dyeing 
Ripstop; Delta's Origins; Nishibayashi's Bat; Modifying a 
Parachute for Kiting; How to Stunt a Flow Form. 

SUMMER 1990 (Vol. 8, No. 1) 
New Zealand's Festival; A Parachute Stunter; Flag and 
Banner Hookups; Peter Lynn on Future Tech; One Sky 
Over Berlin; Washington (England); Bobby Stanfield. 

WINTER 1990-91 (Vol. 8, No. 2) 
Spectacular Europe: Dieppe, Montpellier, Bristol and 
Berlin; Butteffly kite plans; Stunt Kite Survey; Suspended 
Stunt Traction; D'Alto's Whitehead replica; Largest Eddy. 

SPRING 1991 (Vol. 8, No. 3) 
Whistling Kites of Nantong (China) by Tal Streeter; 
Gomberg on Kite Pin Collecting; Angle Estimating; the 
Wind Shot stunter plans; new Longest Kite record. 

SUMMER-FALL 1991 (Vole 8, NO. 4) 
Rick Kinnaird on Rokkaku Battling; Pierre Fabre in Japan; 
Great Events in France & England; Kochefs Obtuse 
Tetra; Scandal in Huntington Beach; Peter Malinski. 

WINTER 1991-92 (Val. 9, NO. 1) 
Stunting Surprises in Italy & Poland; Gubbio: A Town 
Going Ga-Ga; Stretch Tucker's Painless Parafoil; How to 
Paint Ripstop; AKA Convention; Roberto Guidon. 

SPRINGSUM. 1991-92 (VOL 9, NO. 2- OUT 

Back issues in paper, while supplies last, 
$4.00 each plus shipping. 

I I I I 
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IN THE WlND 

News, Rumors G Miscellany 

t harles Dunton of Yorktown 
ivirginia walked away 

with the top honol 
for prettiest kite at 
the 14th annual 

Brothers Monu- 
ment, Kill Devil 
Hills, North Caro- 

The kite com 
memorates the 
75th anniver- 
sary of NASA's 
Langley Research Center, 
where Charles works as an engi- 

don't apply. But if you do, you 
have to submit a diagram of the 
area, a timetable of the activity 
and a million dollar liability poli- 
cy naming the state of Hawaii as 
-~eneficiary." 

Jack kept his cool and asked, 
"What happens if I don't have a 
permit?" 

"You can be cited and asked to 
bring down your kite." 

"And if I don't bring it down?" 
"You can be arrested." 
Jack was left to ponder if he'd 

nake bail or be considered a dan- 
ger to society. He's wondering if 
kids have been harrassed and is 

neer. His techniques include eight more countries is expected thinking of letting himself go 
using high-contrast photocopies this year, bringing the total to 32 through the whole arrest process 
for patterns, then sewing together nations for the 7th Annual to bring media attention to a 
layers of finely cut fabric. He can OSOW on October 11, 1992. bureaucracy gone ballistic. 
spend up to 100 hours on each of 
his kites. "There are five things I R emem ber when, back in peaking of Bill Tyrrell, his next 
enjoy about kiting," Charles says, 1990, Bill Tyrrell was inno- whigh altitude project will hap- 
"the aeronautics, the mechanics, cently flying a kite at Old Kona pen on an island off Nova ~coGa 
the graphics, the craftsmanship Airport Park in Hawaii and was for purposes of weather monitor- 
and-not to be dismissed- asked by a policeman to show his ing. Meantime, he's working on 
showing off!" Charles has attend- permit? Well, Jack Lovell, who prototypes for a rescue kite-a 
ed all 14 of the Wright Kite lives there (Kailua-Kona) followed long needed, long talked-about 
Festivals. up and actually tried to apply for a concept that may finally happen. 

kiteflying permit. He was told, Wouldn't it be great if kites could 
,its Jansma of the Netherlands "Well, first of all, we prefer you save people from drowning? 
writes to tell us that there was 

a meetinn in March of mayors of - 
Dutch beach towns to coordinate 
local laws "to ban stunt kiting 
and sail cars on the beach, with 
the exception of some allocated 
areas. Right now there are already 
bans in a few places like Ymuiden 
and specific areas on the island of 
Texel." 

ew book out, titled Chasing 
the Monsoon, by Alexander 

Frater, contains evocative descrip- 
tions of fighter kite traditions and 
how a kite provided "this privi- 
leged contact with the monsoon." 

h ne Sky One World founder 
Jane Parker-Ambrose attend- 

ed the Earth Summit and spoke at 
the Global Forum in June in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil. The conference 

here's eagles and 
%then there's 
eagles. Here's one 
that really impressed 
us, a lifelike American 
Bald Eagle by Lewis 
P. Merrill of Monte 
Sereno, California. 
Based on plans from 
the Japanese bird 
kite book by Shuhei 
Goto, the eagle has a 
husky nine-foot wing- 
span and flies at a 
realistic 40-degree 
angle In 10-15 mph 
winds. 

Lew used heat- 
curved bamboo fitted 
into fiberglass tube 
wing fittings. He says 

oins for all 
p o c k e t -  

books: More 
commemora- 
tive coins are 
coming out o 
China "to increase awareness of 
China's world-leading position in 
scientific inventions" (including 
First Kites). A one-troy-ounce coin 
in gold is $795, platinum $995, 
from Pandamerica, tel: 800-472- 
6327. OR, if you happen to be in 
Malaysia, you might pick up the 
handsome piece of the Bank 
Negara Malaysia-equally beauti- 
ful (engraved with a wau bulan 

.fs 3tsL -m , kite), a real coin, &;:a\ a5~l% HLI and much less 
expensive: 50 
sen. We thank 

'! Eiji Ohashi for 
sending us one. 

LB o date yet, but sometime next 
early June the city of 

Montreal (Quebec, Canada) is 
putting mucho bucks into a MAJOR 

MAJOR kite festival. "Big names" 
will be invited to enjoy six base- 
ball diamonds on the waterfront 
plus an adjacent auditorium. 
"This isn't totally official yet," 
warned Richard Gareau, and we 
know what he means, having 
learned to wait and see about best 
laid plans. 

he best named 
new kite club 

the-Moment has 
to be Phli Delta !Nd 
Phli, the new name for the amal- 
gamation of two previous clubs, 
Kitefliers of the Rockies and Colo- 
rado SkyMasters. Good logo too. 
This is the same playful group 
that's putting on "The World's 
Smallest Kite Festival," an indoor 
event for small kites to be held 
November 7-8, 1992. Send your 
bad puns and inquiries to Dave 
Williams, 3555 Jubilant Place, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 809 17. 

opened with a kite fly!-by pure the wings are completely cantilevered and can be removed for trans- 
coincidence (not connected to port. The covering is Japanese "rice" paper detailed with felt-tip lare Forster, artist and wife of 
OSOW). Jane reports that many pens. The flag and ribbons, added during the Gulf War, continue to George Peters, is seriously ill. 
countries have been made aware attract public attention on holidays. 

C 
Send your cards and letters to her 

of kiting and the environment Lew says, "Sea birds look into the glass eyes but usually keep at 815 Spruce Street, Bouldq, 
through OSOW. Participation in their distance." Colorado 80302. 0 
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Kitemaker: Kim Petersen, 
age 40, medical doctor, 
Holbaek, Denmark. 
Kite experience: 10 years. 
Inspiration: "Kite Lines, 

3 
my wife, the Danish Kite 
Association and Fane." 
Average amount of time 
spent making a kite: From 
one day to three months. 
Honors: Four awards at 
Danish kite festivals. 
Fawrite pying spot "Beaches 
along the coast of Denmark 
and Grenitageslerten 
(a big plain north of 
cqmlhagen)." 
Philosophy in kitemaking 
"Kiting is a healthy recre- 
ational pastime." 

Photograph: Kim Petersen 

features several 

maker in each 
issue of our 

You are invited 

tographs of your 
finest kites. 
Write for details: 

P.O. Box 466, 
Randallstown, 
MD 21133-0466, 
USA; fax: 410- 



INTERNATIONAL 
CONNECTIONS 

835 Weldon Road 
rnta Barbara. CA 

1)  963 2964 

Class~fleds are l~m~ted to non-commerc~al and per- 
sonal advertisers. Rates are $1 .OO per word, $1 0 
mlnlrnum, payable in advance. Publisher may edit I or abbreviate for space. Send copy wlth payment 

1 to: Kite Lines, PO Box 466, Randallstown, MD 
21 133-0466, lJSA 

WANTED 

KITEFLIERS WANTED: C~elo Encantado Flesta, 
October 9, 10 & 11, 1992. Inforrnatlon. 1103 N. 
Hudson, Sllver City, NM 88061,5051538-3876. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

We regret to announce the deaths of John 
Spendlove of England on Aprll21,1992, and Tony 

select~on of the Johnston of Australla on June 12, 1992. Kite Lines 
l~sh full obituaries for them In our next 

RIAL BOOKS: Kite Lnes offers a program 
r deceased kltefllers through donations of 

your FREE illustrated catalog today. kite books to I~brar~es. Send us (1) your pad order 
Fast, service always. for the book(s), (2) the name and address of the 

library to receive the gift, and (3) the name of the 
ME BOOMERANG MAN person In whose memory you are maklng the gift. 
1806-~ ~ o r t h  3rd Street Kite Lines will send the book wlth a card narnlng 

Monroe,Louisiana71201-4222 you as the memor~al contr~butor and the 
Telephone 318-325-8157 deceased k~tefl~er you are honorlng 

THE - 
I F 1-800-682-KITE 

KITES & A- FOR ALL YOUR MAIL ORDER NEEDS 

P.O. BOX 551 OCEAN CITY, MD 21842 

Major Brands 
LOW 

Factory Direct Prices!!! 

Call or Write for 
Our Free Catalog. 

Flying Things 
130 S.E. Highway 101 

Lincoln City, OR 97367 
(503) 996-6313 
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FREE STYLEm 
- High-Tech! 

Explosive! 
Made A 7 
with EastonTM 
Composites! 

PRO-SERIES m 

State of the art for 
precision flying! 
Made with 
Easton: 
Composites! 

ROCKET '" 
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